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Unsupervised Learning of Edit Distance Weights for Retrieving
Historical Spelling Variations
Andreas W. Hauser; Klaus U. Schulz
CIS
University of Munich
andy@splashground.de
schulz @cis.uni-muenchen.de
the same text or sentence had no need to be written
exactly the same. See (2) for more on the history of
the German language.
Common patterns of spelling variation in Early New
High German are for example i>y, t>th, e>, d$>t$,
ˆu>ˆv, äu>eu. Where the string before > is deleted
and the string after it inserted. Deletions and insertions lack the respective string. ˆ is used to mark
beginning of string and $ for the end, as in arbeiten
→ arbeyten (engl. ‘to work’). We ﬁnd for example
in a single text the following frequent spelling variations for modern German Eulenspiegel, the name of the
main character, written as Ulenspiegel Ulnspiegel and
less frequently Ulenspieg Ulenspigel Ulnspeigel Ulnspiegl Ulnspigel Ulspiegel vlnspiegel. A more elaborate
overview can be found in (8).

Abstract
While todays orthography is very strict and seldom changes, this has not always been true. In
historical texts spelling of words often not only
varies from todays but in some periods even
varies from use to use in a single text. Information retrieval on historical corpora can deal with
these variations using fuzzy matching techniques
based on Levenshtein-Distance using stochastic
weights. In particular by using the noisy channel model of (3) and the simple algorithm they
give. The algorithm, they use for spell checking, adapted to the problem of information retrieval of historical words, with queries in modern spelling, uses stochastic weights, learned
from training pairs of modern and historical
spelling. Using these weights shows an improvement over standard Levenshtein-Distance in the
F-Score. The preparation of the training pairs
usually depends on manual work. To avoid this
work we devised an unsupervised algorithm for
obtaining the training pairs.

Similar variations can be also be found in Middle
English, English written from the 11th to the 15th century. Her an excerpt from an electronic version of an
edition, (4), of “The Canterbury tales” from about
1400:

Keywords: approximate search, fuzzy matching, information retrieval, historical language, unsupervised,
algorithm, noisy channel
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But nathelees, whil I have tyme and space,
Er that I ferther in this tale pace,
Me thynketh it acordaunt to resoun
To telle yow al the condicioun
Of ech of hem, so as it semed me,
And whiche they weren, and of what degree,
And eek in what array that they were inne;
And at a knyght than wol I ﬁrst bigynne.

Introduction

Information retrieval on corpora or databases containing historical language is diﬃcult because of two
spelling related problems. The ﬁrst is that the spelling
rules have changed over time and the second problem is that the rules were not as strict or not followed as strictly. Therefore a word might have different spellings at diﬀerent times and even diﬀerent
spellings at one time. We will refer to these as variations in the rest of this text. These variations are
sometimes regular but more often patterns are found,
where either the underlying rules have not been identiﬁed or might not exist or are so very particular that
they cannot be generalized.
German for example has been standardized at the
beginning of the 20th century and since has been updated in minor ways. Before that, from about the 17th
century on, there was a period where the written language had consolidated, so that a standardization was
possible at all. Even earlier, from the 14th century to
the 17th century, in the Early New High German period spelling was not standardized and even words in

This fragment shows the general characteristics of
these old texts where most of the words are close
enough to todays but the spelling and some morphology is changed. As hinted by this example not all of
the spelling is randomly changed. Some patterns are
easy to see like y for i as in knyght and bigynne. But
hard rules for all of the variations do not seem so easy
to produce.
We found that less than 35% of the historical tokens
equal the modern translation to the character, but estimate that around 80% diﬀer only in spelling for the
Munich Corpus. (6) give an overview of the variation
rates by year encountered in historical German from
about 1480 to 1880 with rates ranging from about 5%
to about 50%.
Information retrieval on such texts, without handling the variations, results in poor recall because
1
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of the high ratio of these variations. Approximate
search techniques can help to improve the recall. Using
stochastic weights for the edit distance costs provides
better results than standard Levenshtein-Distance but
they depend on the availability of training data, which
often is not available. We show a simple learning algorithm that avoids the need for training data using
only a lexicon and a corpus, showing better results
then simple Levenshtein-Distance and worse than the
one with training data.
The rest of this paper is structured in the following
way. In Section 2 we introduce the stochastic substring to substring model we use for fuzzy matching
and present a simple learning algorithm in Section 3,
ﬁrst based on trainings data, then a new one without
the need for training data. Next we show our results
for an Information Retrieval task with Early New High
German in Section 4. After giving an overview of the
applications in Section 5 that could beneﬁt from these
techniques, we draw a conclusion.

2

Advanced Fuzzy Matching

The roots of fuzzy matching are based on edit distances with equal weights for equal operations, which
are limited to character to character operations, e.g.
(5). Since all weights are equal problems arise when
search terms are matched against lexicon and the lexicon is big or when the relevant terms in the lexicon
are more than one edit operation away because of the
number of false positives found this way.
In cases like historical variations where two or more
edit operations are very common but certain edit operations are much more likely to happen, like an insertion of an h after a t or a y instead of an i, individuell
weights can help to improve the retrieval quality.
Stochastic models, as in (1), which add distinct
weights for each operation and characters involved
based on their frequency in the training data, can be
used. Algorithms, based on their work, use prepared
pairs from words that are considered close. They learn
that certain character transitions (edit operations) are
cheaper, based on the frequencies these transitions
have in the pairs. This makes it possible to model
that ein and eyn are closer than ein and ekn by having lower weights for i → y than i → k transitions.
But while this improves, e.g. the F-Score, it is still
insensitive to the context of the character transitions,
thus giving equal weight to an i → y transitions any
where in the strings. But it might make a big diﬀerence what is around the character, e.g. ei → ay might
be close, especially it being a German diphthong, but
hi → ty might be not. (3) introduced a noisy channel
model that uses generic substring-to-substring transitions instead of character-to-character transitions, enabling us to catch exactly that.
With that model one can get the following transitions from the training pairs (kein, kayn) when one
allows the substrings in the transitions to be three to
three at maximum:
k → k, e → a, i → y, n → n
ke → ke, ei → ay, in → yn,
kei → kay, ein → ayn

2

They also make their weights depend on the position
in the string (start, end, none of both). For our results
we modelled the start of the strings by prepending ˆ
and the end by appending $, loosing one character in
our n-grams but simplifying the algorithm. Leading
to the additional transitions for the above example:
ˆ → ˆ, ˆk → ˆk, ˆke → ˆka,
in$ → yn$, n$ → n$, $ → $
To account for this the ordinary Levenshtein matching algorithm must be modiﬁed to account for the
weighted substring to substring edit operations. A
straight forward way based on the matrix based Levenshtein implementations might use a lookup table, e.g.
a hash map, for the weights. To support the substring
to substring operations it needs to lookup the weights
for all combinations of transitions possible at each cell
in the matrix.

3

A simple unsupervised algorithm for learning edit distance weights

Supervised Algorithm (3) give a simple supervised learning algorithm, that works on pairs of words
which are close. They use an ordinary LevenshteinDistance to convert one word to the other recording
the conversions, where conversions consist of a from
part and a to part, where the from part is converted to
the to part. That can be achieved by using a second
matrix which records the sum of the conversions instead of the sum of the costs. Other techniques would
be using Objects or Structs in the ﬁrst matrix to record
both and/or noting only the conversion to reach the
current coordinate and a pointer to originating coordinate. Then the conversions and their combinations with surrounding conversions are counted. The
weights are then computed by relating the count of the
conversion to all other conversions with the same from
part.
Map frequencies = ()
Map trainingPairs = (("ein", "eyn"),
("zwei", "zwey"),
("läuft", "leuft"),
...)
For each (word1, word2) in trainingPairs
List conversions
conversions = converter(word1, word2)
recordConversions(conversions)
computeWeights()
recordConversions(conversions):
For i to conversions.size
For j to maxSubstringLength
For k to i + j
from += conversion[k].from
to
+= conversion[k].to
frequencies(from,to) += 1
frequencies(from) += 1
computeWeights:
Map weights = ()
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For each (from,to) in frequencies
weights(from,to) = - Math.log(
frequencies(from,to) /
frequencies(from)))
Starting with a list of training pairs, modern spelling
and historical spelling, a Levenshtein-Distance based
converter function is used to transform each of the
query words, the ﬁrst element in the training pair,
to the variation, the second element, recording the
needed conversions. At this point the conversions are
only character-to-character transformations. To obtain substring-to-substring transformations, combinations of the single character ones of up to the maximum length of the substrings, which was chosen, and
the frequencies recorded.
Unsupervised Algorithm: The unsupervised algorithm tries to obtain the training pairs automatically, given a historical corpus and a modern lexicon,
with an approximate search in the lexicon, instead of
using prepared ones. It continuing very much like the
supervised algorithm.
Map frequencies = {}
Map trainingPairs = ()
List lexicon = ("ein", "eins", "zwei",
"läuft", "laufen", ... )
List corpus = ("eyn", "zwey", "leuft")
n = 1
maxCost = 1
For each word1 in corpus
Map temp = ()
For each word2 in lexicon
distance = converter1(word1, word2)
if distance < maxCost
temp.add((word1, word2))
If temp.size =< n
For (word1, word2) in temp
List conversions
conversions = converter2(word2, word1)
recordConversions(conversion)
computeWeights() # see supervised
First each word from the (historical) set or corpus
is looked up in the lexicon. If more than zero matches
within Levenshtein-Distance maxCost are found, but
not more then n, these are used in reversed order as
training pair. Using only those candidates that match
only one word in the lexicon, guards against using
pairs of unrelated words for learning that are within
distance one.
We have chosen one in our experiments for maxCost
and n.

4

Information Retrieval Experiment

In the information retrieval experiment a search engine for historical word forms from the Early New High
German period is modeled. Modern German is used as

query terms. Fuzzy matching is used to improve precision and recall because of the variations in spelling,
we ﬁnd in historical texts.
The groundtruth data for the evaluation and the
training data for the supervised algorithm was obtained from the Munich Corpus1 of Early New High
German’s database. The Munich Corpus is a collection
of texts from the Early New High German period from
the 14th to the 17th century. It includes a database
containing, besides others, the following ﬁelds for each
token: historical token, modern translation, historical
lexeme, modern lexeme.
We compare the unsupervised algorithm for fuzzy
matchingwith the supervised version, both described
in Section 3, and the ordinary Levenshtein-Distance as
described in (9).

4.1

Using the Supervised Algorithm

The Munich Corpus for Early New High German
comes with a database containing modern German
words mapped to corresponding Early New High German words. This includes mappings to words that are
not in use anymore or have changed their meaning.
Therefore it does not contain mappings between different spelling only and when using the mappings to
obtain the weights for our distance function in the way
described in Section 3. These will degrade the quality of the weights a little when using the mappings
to learn the weights, unless the learning is constraint
to mappings that stay in a certain edit distance. In
the evaluation of the approximate search it will lead
to a subset of the relevant words that are practically
not found if a certain precision is to be retained. One
probably would need to use a special thesaurus before
using approximate search for these cases.
Because of the high variations in the historical language one modern spelling is usually mapped to more
than one historical spelling. We therefore test the
quality of our retrieval by using each modern spelling
as query, ranking all the retrieved historical forms by
their edit distance. Then we compute for each distance
the precision and recall in respect to the groundtruth
in the Munich Corpus’ database.

4.2

Using the Unsupervised Algorithm

As described in Section 3 it is also possible to learn
weights completely automatic. The unsupervised algorithm does not depend on training data but does
depend on the availability of a, in this case modern
German, lexicon.
The weights are learned by looking up the historical
words, that are to be retrieved, in the lexicon. If only a
single match is found, the pair is then used as training
data.
We tested the following lexica for obtaining the
weights automatically:
1

The Munich Corpus of Early New High German is still unpublished but a demo of the database application is available
at http://demo.fruehneuhochdeutsch.is.guad.de/. It will be
published later this year by the Institut für Deutsche Philologie at the Ludwig-Maximilians University of Munich. We will
refer to it as Munich Corpus.
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Perfect Lexica The sets of modern entries are used
as perfect lexica as they contain all the necessary
query terms and not more. It contains the about 5000
New High German entries from the Munich Corpus’
database.

Automatic normalization The variations could
be automatically normalized to or tagged with todays
spelling such that contemporary readers can comfortably read the old texts or to enrich it with this information.

Deutsches Wörterbuch (DWB) Keywords The
Deutsches Wörterbuch, (7), is a diachronic dictionary
for New High German, which was started in 1838 and
ﬁnished in 1960. While it tries to cover all of the New
High German language, its focus is from the 15th to
the 20th century. It is a standard resource for German
linguists and even though it includes archaic words
out of use today, a linguist might very well use these
words in a query, especially after having looked them
up in the DWB. We used the about 300.000 keywords
as lexicon for our experiments.

Morphology While morphology extraction of current language seems possible, with historical language
the variations make the current techniques less usable.
Using fuzzy matching techniques combined with these
techniques make them usable again.

Standard System Lexicon (german+ngerman)
A combined lexicon was obtained from the “german”
and “ngerman” standard word lists on our Linux system, which are available online2 . Like the DWB keywords lexicon it also contains about 300.000 words,
but only modern words in use today.
For one experiment we used the ﬁelds modern lexeme and historical lexeme from the Munich Corpus’s
database, for the other the ﬁelds modern lexeme and
historical token. For both the set of of modern lexemes
are used as query terms, the corresponding historical
entries in the database were considered relevant for the
query, all others irrelevant.
The improvements with substring to substring
weights learned by the supervised and the unsupervised algorithm over the ordinary LevenshteinDistance with standard weights of one can be seen in
the ﬁgure on Page 5. Below it is a table showing the
maximum in F-Score reached with each method and
lexicon.

5

Applications

The application of advanced fuzzy matching in the historical language context is various.
Information Retrieval More and more older books
are digitized, the older the more spelling variations
are to be found, while most queries will be in todays
spelling.
OCR / Typing post-processing Digitizing older
books, the post-processing step needs to be able to
handle the spelling variations of the original text, distinguishing between spelling variation and recognition
error or typo.
Linguistic research Finding and describing the
spelling changes is an ongoing linguistic research topic.
While the improvements in information retrieval gives
researchers better support in their daily work, the
weights found can statistically support theories about
the variations too.
2

http://www.coding-zone.com/words-1.0.tar.gz

4

6

Conclusion

Information retrieval on written historical languages,
like Early New High German or Middle English, is
diﬃcult, because spelling of words diﬀers from todays.
Variations in spelling of historical words, caused by
less strict orthographical rules, makes it even more
diﬃcult. Fuzzy matching can be used to handle these
variations.
We showed that the advanced fuzzy matching techniques, using weighted substring to substring edit operations, invented for spell checking, are much better suited in dealing with historical spelling variations
than simpler techniques without weights, as our information retrieval experiment on the database of the
Munich Corpus showed.
The simple unsupervised learning algorithm for obtaining the weights, we introduced, that can be used in
the absence of training pairs raised the F-Score from
0.569 to 0.662 for the retrieval on historical lexemes
and from 0.420 0.484 on historical tokens only using
a modern lexicon. Using a perfect lexicon containing only the modern spellings from the training pairs
achieved an F-Score of 0.674 for the lexemes and 0.511
for the tokens. The best results though were obtained
with weights derived from training pairs, which gave
an F-Score of 0.710.
A part of the relevant words could not be retrieved with fuzzy matching without giving up precision. These should probably be handled with a special
thesaurus, as many of them are completely diﬀerent
words, not just spelling variations.
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Precision vs. Recall with increasing distance for retrieving historical lexemes
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Fig. 1: Improvements in information retrieval on the Munich Corpus’s database, using weights from diﬀerent
sources for substring to substring edit operations to retrieve historical lexemes with modern lexemes as queries.
From left to right fuzzy matching using standard Levenshtein weights, weights obtained with training mappings,
weights obtained unsupervised using DWB keyword lexicon, weights obtained unsupervised with perfect lexicon.

Table 1: Information Retrieval F-Scores
max. F-Score for retrieval of
method / lexicon for weights
hist. lexemes hist. tokens
non fuzzy string matching
0.337
0.201
standard Levenshtein-Distance
0.569
0.420
DWB keywords lexicon
0.648
0.479
german+ngerman lexicon
0.662
0.484
perfect lexicon
0.674
0.511
training pairs
0.712
0.603
Query Terms from modern lexemes, relevant are the respective historical lexemes in one case and historical tokens in the
other. Weights are computed from pairs of words from the lexicon and historical forms.
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Efficient Matching using Overlay Transducers
Clemens Marschner∗
Fast Search & Transfer
Rablstr. 26
D-81669 Munich
clemens@fast.no
Abstract
We present algorithms and data structures for
pattern matching on large corpora that are annotated with linguistic features, such as partof-speech tags or other syntactic or semantic annotations. The results suggest that the
proposed data structures, Overlay Transducers,
form an effective filter on the search space of
non-deterministic transducers as used for Local Grammar matching, reducing the number of
comparisons per input token to roughly the number of feature names being used in the search
patterns, independent of the number of search
patterns in total.

Keywords
Overlay Transducers, Local Grammars, Finite-State Methods,
Annotation Graphs

1

Introduction

Local Grammars are a way to describe language constructs by means of (possibly nested) syntax diagrams
that may also contain output symbols. They have
been used for describing the grammar of French [3],
for extracting locations from German texts [7], for extracting biographical relations [2], for rule-based tagging [12], and much more. For linguistic applications
they are the natural extension of regular expressions
(as used in programming languages) that can take not
only input characters, but a wide variety of linguistic
features of the input into account.
Current implementations of this formalism, like
the Unitex system[9], transform these grammars into
transducers called (Extended) Recursive Transition
Networks (RTNs)[14] and are used on preprocessed
text whose set of input symbols (the text dictionary)
is known. However, when these grammars are to be
applied to very large, web-scale corpora, or to corpora
of unknown size like streams, the input alphabet (in
the form of tokens and feature values) cannot be enumerated, which presents a specific challenge for matching algorithms. We have developed a state-of-the-art
matcher, henceforth called “LG-Matcher”, for a webscale search engine. In this context, the amount of
analysis that can be done is usually tightly bounded
by the latency of a document becoming searchable and
∗ Formerly at CIS Center for Information and Speech Processing, University of Munich, Germany.

translates directly into hardware costs, so efficient algorithms are paramount.
As RTNs in general are non-deterministic, the
search space can become quite large, and grows significantly as the grammars evolve. Dealing with the
sources of non-determinism is the first challenge. The
use of output symbols and subgraphs limits the ability to determinize the transducers. On the other hand,
most of the match attempts end up being unsuccessful, as most grammars cover only a small portion of
the input text.
Connected to this is a second challenge, given by the
demand for supporting larger and larger grammars.
The unlimited input alphabet means that for an input
search patterns can usually only be evaluated linearly,
one after the other. In contrast, deterministic transducers, as used for lexicon lookup, can be traversed in
time independent of their size.
Most of the match attempts occur near the initial
state of the grammars, so optimising here promises a
high return with little effort. In [6] we presented a filter method called “Prefix Overlay Transducer” (POT)
which reduced the search space of the LG-Matcher by
mapping finite sub sequences of input patterns to a
set of paths for the LG-Matcher, similar to adding
an overlay to the initial state of the grammar. By
default, the POT-Matcher would first filter input sequences and only activate the LG-Matcher when the
prefix of the grammar matched.
In this paper we generalize from this method by
adding the ability to attach overlay transducers not
only to the initial state, but to all states of the input grammar. We have implemented a significantly
changed matching algorithm and tested it with various parameters. The experiments show that in contrast to the LG-Matcher we achieve elegant scalability and a significant speed-up compared to the prefix
overlay transducers. In practice, growing a real-life
local grammar from 1 to 43 sub graphs extends the
running time only 0.57 times, allowing for searching
several MB of richly annotated input text per second
with the power of context-free grammars.
One might be tempted to restrict the expressiveness of the formalism, e.g. by abandoning recursion,
or other means that transform the input grammars.
In this paper, we argue that these kinds of transformations can be avoided, while at the same time the
expressiveness of the formalism is not harmed at all.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: We first give a brief overview of local grammars
in their representation as RTNs and describe how the
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LG-Matcher works. Then we present how RTNs are
mapped to a representation from which the OTs are
built, and discuss their properties. We continue with
describing how the OT-Matching algorithm works and
how it compares to the POT-Matcher from [6]. We
close with giving experimental results on a variety of
practical grammars.

2

Local Grammars and Recursive Transition Networks

Local Grammars are a formalism for representing local
syntactic or semantic rules. They are used for pattern
matching on input text which may contain linguistic
annotations.
An example of a local grammar is given in Fig. 1,
which shows how a fraction of a grammar recognizing
locatives. Fig. 3 shows the RTN that was generated
from Fig. 1.
Input Texts. To facilitate the understanding of
how Local Grammars work, we represent text as a
sequence of possibly overlapping boolean or nominal
annotations that bear syntactic or semantic features.
Definition 2.1 The input to the local grammar
matcher consists of (1) a flat sequence of textual units
(characters or tokens) and their position 0, ..., n that
specify their boundaries, and (2) a (possibly empty)
set of annotations. Every annotation is specified by
an interval [i, j], 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n and a set of key-value
pairs bearing (nominal or boolean) features.
An example for the sentence “He lives in New York”
is shown in Fig. 2. A feature would be the surface form
of a token, or its part-of-speech (POS) tag. Annotations can span more than one textual unit, and they
can overlap: The “location” feature could span both
the phrase “New York” and “New York City”. Annotations can be generated by linguistic modules such as
gazetteers, grammars, or taggers. The set of feature
names is usually small. E.g. for the rest of this paper
we assume that only the features “surface”, “lowercase”, “capital”, “pos” (part-of-speech) and “semantic” exist. We further assume that the result of this
processing need not be unambiguous – contradictory
annotations may still exist. We further assume that
whitespace is simply ignored – to be precise we could
think of adding transitions to all automata, matching
zero or more whitespace between annotations. The
result is equivalent to that of a directed annotation
graph, with token boundaries as nodes and annotations as edges.

Fig. 2: The sentence “He lives in New York” represented as a set of feature regions.
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Recursive Transition Networks. Each Local
Grammar has an equivalent recursive transition network (RTN). In the specific sense of this paper they
are defined as follows:
Definition 2.2 An RTN consists of a set of (named)
graphs G with name N (g) with a specific top graph
g0 .
Each graph g consists of the tuple Q, Σ, Γ, q0 , F, δ, ,
where Q is the set of states, Σ is the input alphabet, Γ
is the output alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is a special initial state,
F ⊆ Q is the set of final states, and δ ⊂ Q × {Σ ∪  ∪
N (G)} × {Γ ∪ } × Q is the transition function.
The input symbols of RTNs consist of search patterns which are composed from expressions of the kind
“f eature = value” and are closed under conjunction
(&) and negation (!). As output, we only allow terms
of the form “[f eature” and “]” which specify a new
annotation with a “semantic” feature to be created.
The new annotation will span from the start of where
the transition containing “[f eature” has matched to
the end of where the transition containing “]” has
matched.
Disjunction (|) and concatenation (◦) can be used
in Local Grammars as well, but in RTNs they are expressed through transitions being put in parallel or in
sequence and are therefore not part of the search pattern algebra. Since transducers in general cannot be
determinized, they temporarily need to be viewed as
finite-state automata: Subgraph calls are treated like
input symbols, and a single symbol is formed from an
input–output pair. Each graph of a grammar is treated
this way, and is determinized and minimized using an
algorithm like Hopcroft minimization[4].
Matching With RTNs. After determinization,
the RTN will contain different input and output symbols on all transitions leaving a state, but they may
still select overlapping sets of the input, because the
alphabet of the input is unknown. Furthermore, not
all -transitions may have been removed, as they might
still contain different output symbols. Finally, determinization takes place on the graph level only, and
subgraphs may also match overlapping sets of words
from the input. As a result, the matcher will be nondeterministic.
The LG-Matcher will therefore perform, for each input unit, a depth-first search through the transducer.
Outgoing transitions at a state are ordered. For each
transition, the search pattern is evaluated against all
annotations starting at a given position. If the evaluation is successful, the parser needs to move to the end
of the annotation and to the target state of the transition. If it is not successful, it will first try to match
all further transitions at the state with all annotations
at the position in the text, and then track back to the
previous state. If it reaches a final state, it reports
the path through the input annotations in connection
with the path through the grammar. -transitions are
always followed, regardless of the input. Calling and
leaving a subgraph can be seen as special cases of transitions, as described in Fig. 4.
Definition 2.3 A path through the RTN is a list p
of numbers that describe which of the (ordered) transitions were followed from the initial state. During
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Fig. 1: A graph of a Local Grammar in “Unitex” syntax. E denotes an -transition, beach, .DET  and
+City define conditions for lemmas, part-of-speech tags, and semantic codes, respectively. P RE searches
for capitalized words, the grey box forms a non-terminal calling the “geo” graph, and the terms [GEO and ] are
output symbols attached to an empty (E) transition.
matching, each entry of p is related to 1 or 0 annotations, depending on whether the transition is inputconsuming or not. The sequence of annotations is continuous and covers a region of the input. Together they
form the control state of the LG-matcher.
The approach contains three causes of inefficiencies:
(1) non-deterministic parts, (2) infinite alphabet and,
as a consequence, (3) a potentially large temporary
search space.
Non-determistic parts, introduced by subgraph
calls, output symbols, or -transitions, cause that the
same expression needs to be evaluated more than once
per input unit. Determining which transitions to
follow requires the evaluation of all search patterns,
which takes O(n) comparisons per state, where n is
the number of outgoing transitions. This may require
several hundreds or even thousands of evaluations per
input unit in a practical grammar, which is usually not
acceptable. At last, while the search space may initially be prohibitively large, it usually narrows down
significantly when paths are followed. In most cases,
no final state will be reached, as Local Grammars usually cover only a small portion of the input text. It
therefore makes sense to move costly computations
to a very late time where the search space is already
small.

3

Optimizing RTNs Using Lexical Transducers

To overcome these three problems, the central idea of
this paper is to use a lexical transducer to map a string
representation of the search patterns to a set of paths
in the RTN. These are usually used to represent large
dictionaries.

Definition 3.1 A lexical transducer is a deterministic, acyclic, minimal transducer which can contain output symbols only at final states and whose input symbols are single characters.
Building the OT. In a pre-processing step for the
RTN we translate the search patterns that label outgoing transitions of the initial state and its successors
into a string representation. These string representations are compiled into a lexical transducer, called
overlay transducer. For matching, input units and annotations are also treated as strings and are first processed by the overlay transducer. When reaching a
final state, the output of the transducer defines a set
of paths of the RTN. Starting from the end points of
these paths we continue with the usual RTN matching.
This is efficient as for a deterministic automaton, if
the alphabet is known in advance, its symbols can be
enumerated, and an array can be used for each state,
whose indices represent the symbols, and whose entries signify whether a transition exists or not. This
means, for a given input character, the matching outgoing transition can be found in O(1), regardless of
the size of the automaton[5], in contrast to O(n) with
RTNs.
Since cycles or recursion cannot be represented in
lexical transducers, only the prefix of all words of the
language recognized by the RTN will be represented.
The algorithm is shown in Algorithms 1 and 2. It is
guaranteed to terminate, as three constraints may be
specified: The maximum number of states the transducer is allowed to have, the number of cycles that may
be unfolded, and the maximum “level” which specifies
the number of input-consuming transitions to be followed from the initial state. In [6] we showed that
the “level” forms the most effective of these criteria,
and we will limit further discussion to this parameter.
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Fig. 3: A Recursive Transition Network, generated from the graph in Fig. 1. Boolean features are abbreviated.
Transitions at each state are ordered (tn).
A level of 2 means that each entry of the transducer
consists of two concatenated expressions of the form
“f eature1 = value1.f eature2 = value2”.
The question remains how expressions can be represented as strings in a way that the transducer can be
traversed efficiently. We distinguish between the set
R of representable and N of non-representable expressions. In the simplest case only transitions of the type
“f eature = value” are in R and the set of features
is known and is mapped to a set of characters, while
other types of expressions like “f eature = value” are
not1 . The overlay maps string representations of finite
RTN paths, consisting of a sequence of concatenated
keys being computed from the patterns, to their numerical representations. Non-representable transitions
are represented using the key “+”, which means that
the transition at the end of the path needs to be evaluated “by hand”. For -transitions (which includes sub
graph calls and -returns) the key is empty. Patterns of
the form “feature=value” are represented by appending a delimiter symbol “$”, e.g. “pos=N$”, or even
shorter using single-character feature identifiers such
as “pN $ when the set of features is known and small.
The OT is built through a breadth-first search
through the RTN, which allows for applying any of
the mentioned termination criteria. The overlay transducer is built in parallel to the traversal. First assume
that subgraphs are not present. Then, for each state s
in the RTN, we first seek the set of -reachable states
from s and remember the path to these states, respectively. The set of non--transitions leaving these states
forms a candidate set for inclusion in the OT. Candidates from R are added directly to the OT. Candidates
from N or ones that are left when one of the termination conditions are reached are added the list of “remaining” paths at the “+” symbol in a finalization
step.
Algorithm 1 assumes that the OT can be built
breadth-first in main memory. However, by changing f inalize() and addP lusT ransition() to write the
1

In fact it is also possible to represent expressions containing
“&” operators as well, as long as negation is not present.
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max level 1

max level 2

pA$
pV$

pA$
pA$sb$
pA$sc$

(0),(2,0)
(1)

(2,0,-)
(2,0,2)
(0,0)

pA$sC$
pA$+
pV$sc$

(2,0,0)
(2,0,1)
(1,0)

Table 1: Two prefix overlay transducers for Fig. 4.
The entries map string representations of the search
patterns to paths in the RTN.

whole key of the OT into a sink (like a file) it would be
possible to use an external algorithm as well, though
then it becomes harder to use a termination criterion
like “maximum number of states” in a way that it
remains guaranteed that all- or none of the outgoing
transitions of a state are covered.
Calls to subgraphs need to be treated as if these
transitions were replaced by -transitions, one connecting the source state to the initial state of the subgraph,
and one for each final state to the target state of the
subgraph call. In the path the transitions returning
from the subgraph are denoted with “-”. See the dotted lines in Fig. 4, which replace the dashed line labeled “:sub”. An example of OTs for max level 1 and
2 for this the initial state of this graph is shown in
table 1.
Properties of Overlay Transducers. As can be
seen in Fig. 5, the resulting OT consists of alternating
parts, (A) and (B): a state whose outgoing transitions
enumerates the feature names, and a following subtrie which represents the set of possible feature values
followed by delimiter symbols.
Final states can occur in three places: leaf nodes (1),
inner nodes (2), or following “+” (3), the special symbol for ”non-representable” transitions. In cases 1 and
2, the set of paths describe the states of the RTN following the last transition, while in case 3 they describe
the last transition. For inner nodes, the construction
algorithm guarantees that all outgoing transitions of
the states represented by these nodes are contained
in the OT. Likewise, of course, in case 1 none of the
outgoing transitions is represented.
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Algorithm 1 buildOT(ot: Automaton, lg: LocalGrammar, maxStates, maxCycles, maxLevel)
1: bf tQueue ← {otState : initial(ot), lgState : initial(lg), path : ∅, level : 1}
2: {a possibly long FIFO breadth-first traversal queue of records}
3: while bftQueue is not empty do
4:
e ← dequeue(bf tQueue)
5:
for all c in candidates(e.otState, e.lgState, e.path, e.level) do
6:
if c.lgTrans is representable in overlay transducer then
7:
newOtState = insert(c.otState, convertToString(c.lgTrans))
8:
if (c.lgState is final and c.stack is empty) or cyclesExceeded(c.path, maxCycles) then
9:
f inalize(otState, c.path) {sets state final and adds path}
10:
else
11:
enqueue(bf tQueue, newOtState, c.path, c.lgState, c.level, c.stack)
12:
else
13:
addP lusT ransition(c.otState, c.path) {not representable}
14:
if max states exceeded then
15:
generate remaining candidates and add all as “+” transitions
Algorithm 2 candidates(otState, path, lgState, stack, level)
1: {performs -removal and generates candidates for one otState}
2: results ← ∅
3: if lgState is final then
4:
{follow transition to upper graph, if necessary}
5:
if stack is not empty then
6:
topstack, topstate ← pop(stack)
7:
results ← candidates(otState, path◦ “-” , topstate, topstack, level)
8:
else
9:
{we have reached a final state. Add the path, as a side-effect.}
10:
f inalize(otState, path) {may already be final}
11: for i = 0...numOutgoing(lgState) do
12:
tr ← outgoing(lgState, i)
13:
if tr is input consuming then
14:
results ← results ∪ {otState, path ◦ i, tr, target(tr), stack, level + 1}
15:
else
16:
if tr is subgraph call then
17:
{follow “” transition down, but remember where we came from.}
18:
subinitial ← initial(tr)
19:
substack ← push(stack, target(outgoing(lgState, i)))
20:
results ← results ∪ candidates(otState, path ◦ i, subinitial, substack, level)
21:
else
22:
targetState = target(tr) {skip epsilon transition}
23:
results ← results ∪ candidates(otState, path ◦ i, targetState, stack, level)
return results
Matching With Prefix Overlay Transducers.
First, assume that the generated transducer is used
only as an overlay to the initial state, as depicted
in Fig. 6. When reaching a final state, the POTMatcher would build the control state of the LGMatcher and then run this matcher to evaluate the rest
of the grammar. The overlay transducers are still nondeterministic at the states that enumerate possible input features, so the matching algorithm again needs
to follow all transitions where annotations, starting at
a given position, exist that contain the feature that is
represented at this transition. The feature value can
then be evaluated in time linear to its length, but independently of the number of feature values contained
in the transducer.
As a result of stepping through the overlay transducer, a set of paths is generated that describe the
state from which to procees within the LG-Matcher.
Furthermore, final states in the OT can be reached

by different annotation paths. Given the information
which RTN-transition is input-consuming or not, the
OT-Matcher can build the control state of the LGMatcher.
To avoid that the LG-Matcher evaluates transitions
that are already covered by the OT, it needs to be
run in one of three modes: In case (1) mentioned
above (leaf node), check for final state, then let the
LG-Matcher follow all outgoing transitions. For case
(2), just check for final state and return, as the OT
is guaranteed to include all outgoing transitions. For
case (3), the path represents a transition with a search
pattern that still needs to be evaluated. Evaluate it
and, if it matches, proceed like in case (1). When
backtracking reaches the point where the LG-Matcher
started, remove the remaining path from the stack and
return to the POT-Matcher.
“Generalized” Overlay Transducers. Using
the POT-Matcher as an overlay to the LG-Matcher
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Fig. 4: Example of different phenomena encountered in RTNs during OT construction. The picture shows two
graphs, called “top” and “sub”, where top calls sub on the transition denoted “: sub”. During the construction
this transition is replaced by the dashed -transitions. The result can be determinized, as both initial states of top
and sub have a “pos = A” transition. sub contains a cycle of the form “sur = b *” that needs to be taken care
of. It also contains a transition with an unknown operator “§” that cannot be represented in a OT. Transitions
are assigned a number that denotes the local order at the respective state. Transitions returning from subgraphs
receive the id “-”.
achieves good results with small- to medium-sized
grammars, but it becomes less effective once the grammars grow and more time is spent in the “suffix” parts.
Growing the POT to more than two or three levels is
inefficient, since it usually grows exponentially with
every level added, while its effect diminishes (except if
the coverage of the grammar is really large). Therefore, we build overlay transducers for all states. This
works equivalently as with the initial state, with two
exceptions in connection with sub graphs: (1) When
building an OT of a sub graph, in the general case
one cannot follow a transition from a final state “up”,
because the sub graph may have been called from different parent graphs. (2) Some OTs may occur at final
states, i.e. the root state of the OT may be final as
well. This is different to the POT as the grammar
compiler usually avoids that the generated grammar
accepts the empty string.
If each generated key of the OT is prefixed by an
identifier of the state it belongs to, all OTs of all
states can be merged into a single transducer, and minimization can capture regularities in the grammar and
achieve compression.
For matching, the original algorithm was turned
“upside down” (see Fig. 7). The LG-Matcher is enhanced by the ability to let the OT-Matcher generate
all possible paths for each encountered state, instead of
simply iterating through its outgoing transitions. As
a result, when reaching a final state in the top graph,
the path through the local grammar will consist of
snippets generated by the OT matcher. By marking
up start and end of these snippets, the LG-Matcher is
able to clear complete sub paths during backtracking,
to avoid following paths that would be covered by the
OT.
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4

Evaluation

We have conducted several experiments using an implementation of the combined OT- and LG-Matchers.
In the following, we used OTs of different sizes, written “ot x.y”, where x denotes the level at the initial
state, and y the one at all other states. A level of 0
means that no overlay is used. All experiments were
conducted on an average Intel-laptop.
The first experiment measures the overhead of combining the two matchers (see Table 4), run on a 300000
token subset of the Reuters corpus (1,9 MB text, 9,58
MB with annotations). The left column shows runtimes for the LG-Matcher alone. In the right column
an OT of level 1.0 is used. Very primitive patterns
are used, one that doesn’t match anything, one that
matches all tokens, and so forth. The results indicate a slight constant overhead for switching back and
forth, which gets a bit larger when more results are
reported. As can also be seen, a certain overhead is
involved with reporting a match. This is different to
using “pure” transducers that generate output for every encountered input.
In the second experiment, a grammar recognizing
time adverbials (like “in the first days of September”
or “on May 20”) is applied to a 9.4 MB part of the
Reuters corpus (1.5 Mill. tokens, 48.8 MB with annotations). It consists of 65 graphs with 1277 states
and 4209 transitions and is largely lexicalized. 43 of
these graphs are called from a top graph in a large
“OR” construction. We created 7 new grammars that
include 1, 7,..., 43 of these sub graphs and combined
them with different overlay transducers (see Fig. 8).
When using OTs of depth 2 or more, the performance
is largely determined by the number of comparisons at
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Fig. 5: Schema of an OT, displayed as a trie. It consists of two parts: states whose outgoing transitions
enumerate the features being looked at, and their arguments, represented through a sub-trie that can be traversed
linearly. The sub trie is left through the end symbol denoted “$”. The OT contains final states at three different
places: (1) leaf nodes, (2) inner nodes, or (3), end nodes at “+” transitions, denoting the set of paths that end
with non-representable transitions.

POT-Matcher

LG-Matcher

Fig. 6: Schema of the POT-matcher. Solid lines indicate traversal through the POT. At a final state, the path
in the local grammar is built (dotted lines) and matching continues using the LG-Matcher.
the initial state. Scaling from 7 to 31 graphs leaves the
runtimes practically constant. Graph 37 introduces a
pattern that searches a different feature at the initial
state and causes a sudden step upward, caused by the
extra comparison that most be done at each input token.
The last experiment used the same grammar, but
combined overlay transducers with a graph transformation algorithm called “Flattening” [10]. Graphs
called by the top graph were embedded into the top
graph. This was repeated a number of times, and
these “flattened” graphs were combined with overlay
transducers of different sizes. The results indicate that
overlay transducers dominate the effect of flattening.
The Flatten operation has the disadvantage that it can
blow up the grammar once the costs of embedding a
graph starts to dominate the gains of obtaining better
determinization (which usually starts at flatten level
1 or 2). Besides, the original structure (and there-

graph
no match
one match
some matches
match adverbs
match all tokens
match and annotate all tokens
Det-Adj*-N

no OT

OT, level 1.0

2.312
2.211
2.885
2.585
2.899
4.172
2.763

2.756
2.554
2.840
3.078
3.513
4.990
3.256

Table 2: Runtimes of the combined algorithms on a
300.000 token input using different trivial graphs and
an overlay transducer of level 1.0.

fore information) is lost – a property which it shares
with other transformations like weak Greibach normal
form [8]. With overlay transducers it is not necessary
to make these compromises.
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LG-Matcher

OT-Matcher

Fig. 7: Schema of the OT-matcher. At each state, the OT returns paths that are followed in the grammar.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced overlay transducers as the guiding data structure for matching with
non-deterministic, recursive and potentially large local grammars, in an attempt to combine the runtime
advantages of lexical transducers with the power of
context-free grammars. The results suggest that OTs
can take over a large part of the matching process and
are an effective filter on the search space of RTNs.
Empirically the number of different features queried
near the initial state has the largest influence on the
runtime.
The method could be extended in several directions:
First, it is important to maximize the class R of representable transitions. For complex expressions we are
thinking of introducing a third class, whose R-part is
evaluated using the OT, so that the number of times
the N -part is evaluated is minimized. One guiding
principle of this work is that it tries to move expensive operations to the back. Maintaining more complex feature output structures and unification [1] could
benefit from this fact.
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Fig. 8: Performance comparison of different grammar and transducer sizes on 1.5 million tokens input text,
with and without the original matching algorithm. E.g. “ot2.1” is the running time using the overlay transducer
with depth 2 at the root state and depth 1 at all other states.
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Fig. 9: Sizes of the Overlay Transducers of Fig. 8, in Bytes.

Fig. 10: Effects on the runtime of the time adverbial graph when embedding subgraphs in a “Flatten” operation.
At each iteration sub graphs are embedded into the top graph, and the result is determinized and minimized.
Overlay transducers achieve a larger effect than the flatten operation and in most cases do not profit from a
combination with the flatten operation.
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Abstract
In previous work, we introduced a method for eﬃciently selecting from a background dictionary suitable
correction candidates for an malformed token of a given
input text. In order to select small and meaningful
candidate sets, reﬁnements of the Levenshtein distance
with restricted sets of substitutions, merges and splits
were used. In these experiments, the subset of possible substitutions, merges and splits was determined via
training, using ground truth data representing corrected
parts of the input text. Here we show that an appropriate set of possible substitutions, merges and splits
for the input text can be retrieved without any ground
truth data. In the new approach, we compute an error proﬁle of the erroneous input text in a fully automated way, using error dictionaries. From this proﬁle,
suitable sets of substitutions, merges and splits are derived. Error proﬁling with error dictionaries is simple
and very fast. We obtain an adaptive form of candidate
selection which is very eﬃcient, does not need ground
truth data and leads to small candidate sets with high
recall.

1

Introduction

When faced with an ill-formed input token, lexical
text correction systems typically compute a ﬁne-ranked
list of correction suggestions from the dictionary. The
ranking takes word similarity, word frequencies and
other aspects into account [2]. Until today, no eﬃcient
methods are known for computing such a ranked list in
a direct, one-step manner. Hence, actual systems are
typically based on a ﬁrst step where a set of correction
candidates for the ill-formed token is selected from the
given background dictionary. At this point, in order to
guarantee maximal eﬃciency, a coarse similarity measure is used. In a second step, candidates are ranked,
now using a ﬁne-grained word similarity measure and
other scores [2, 5, 12, 10].
In earlier work [8, 4], we introduced a direct method
for eﬃciently selecting for a given token V all entries
W of the background dictionary where the Levenshtein
distance dL (cf. [3]) between V and W does not exceed
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a given bound n. The method strongly depends on the
concept of a universal Levenshtein automaton for ﬁxed
bound n. This automaton, only computed once in an
oﬄine step, may be used to decide for arbitrary input
words V and W if dL (V, W ) ≤ n. For lexical text correction, the dictionary is represented as a ﬁnite state
automaton. The universal Levenshtein automaton is
used to control a traversal of the dictionary automaton
in a way that paths not leading to suitable correction
candidates are recognized immediately. In this way, all
correction candidates V with dL (V, W ) ≤ n are found
while visiting only a small part of the dictionary automaton.
While this method is very fast, the resulting sets
of correction candidates are often much larger than
needed. More recently, we introduced a similar method
[9] which is based on a reﬁnement of the Levenshtein
distance with restricted sets of substitutions, merges
and splits as edit operations. The new method selects
very small candidate sets which nevertheless contain
the proper correction in all cases but a few exceptions. The eﬃciency of candidate selection is further
improved. Hence, the method is well-suited both for
automated and interactive text correction. As an input for the new method, restricted sets of substitutions,
merges and splits have to be speciﬁed. In [9], these sets
are obtained via training, aligning ground truth data
with the erroneous text to recognize error types.
In many practical application scenarios, ground
truth data are not available. This explains why adaptive techniques become more and more relevant that
automatically compute a kind of proﬁle of the given
input text. These proﬁles can be used to improve the
behaviour of text correction systems in many ways.
In this paper, we show how to eﬃciently compute restricted sets of substitutions, merges and splits without
analyzing any ground truth data. We use error dictionaries of a special form to compute an error proﬁle of
the given erroneous input text. This form of error proﬁling is simple and very eﬃcient. From the proﬁle of a
text, suitable restricted sets of edit operations are obtained immediately. In our experiments we found that
the new method for candidate selection leads to results
directly comparable to those obtained from supervised
training.
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The paper, which combines and reﬁnes methods presented in [9, 6], has the following structure. In Section 2
we brieﬂy recall the idea of a universal Levenshtein automaton and indicate how these automata are used for
eﬃciently selecting correction candidates for a garbled
input word in a dictionary. In Section 3 we summarize techniques presented in [9]: we introduce the new
distance measures based on restricted sets of edit operations that yield reﬁned ranking orders. We then
describe a new type of universal automaton, An and
show how to use it for reﬁned selection of correction
candidates. Section 4 describes the construction of error dictionaries. We show how to compute an error
proﬁle for a given input text and how to obtain restricted sets of edit operations from these proﬁles. In
Section 5 we present our evaluation results.
In what follows, we assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of ﬁnite state automata. The
symbol dL denotes the Levenshtein distance. Strings
are built over a ﬁxed alphabet Σ.

2

Universal Levenshtein automata and
fast approximate search in dictionaries

Universal Levenshtein automata [4] can be considered as derivatives of a well-known family of nonW
deterministic automata AW
n . For a given word W , An
accepts all strings V where dL (V, W ) ≤ n. The au��
is shown in Figure 1. The states of
tomaton A“chold
2
AW
have
the
form
bi , 0 ≤ b ≤ |W |, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. If we
n
W
traverse An with the input word V starting from the
initial state 00 , the state bi indicates that i edit operations have been used for the alignment of W1 W2 ...Wb
and the preﬁx of V consumed to reach bi . Upward
transitions represent insertions, empty (non-empty) diagonal transitions represent deletions (substitutions).
The universal Levenshtein automaton of degree n, A∀n ,
represents a deterministic version of AW
n which at the
same time abstracts from the speciﬁc input word W .
For the construction of A∀n , the following observations
are crucial:
(1) The set of states of AW
n that can be reached
from the start with an input of length k (i.e., the set
of active states for this input) is always a subset of a
“triangular sliding window” of ≤ (n + 1)2 states anchored in the k + 1-st state (ﬂtr) of the bottom layer,
as indicated in Figure 1. (2) Given any set of active states reached with input of length k−1 and a
new input symbol σk , the next set of active states
only depends on the distribution of the letter σ in
the subword wl . . . wk . . . wr of W = w1 . . . wh where
l = max{1, k − n} and r = min{k + n, h}. In what
follows, wl . . . wr is called the relevant subword of W
for the k-th input symbol.
Ignoring details that arise for triangular windows
which contain ﬁnal states, the automaton A∀n uses
just one “generic” triangular window G instead of the

sliding sequence of “positioned” triangular windows of
∀
AW
n . Nonﬁnal states of An then correspond to subsets
1
∀
of G. The input of An are sequences of bitvectors,
the k-th bitvector χk encoding the distribution of the
k-th input letter in an imaginary relevant subword. In
this way, any sequence of sets of active states reached
with input letters σ1 , . . . , σk in AW
n is represented as
a sequence of states of A∀n reached with the bitvectors
χ1 , . . . , χk that encode the distribution of the letters
σ1 , . . . , σk in the relevant subwords of W .
The automaton A∀n is “universal” in the sense that
it can be applied to any pair of words V, W . One of
the words, say V , is treated as input. The distributions of the letters of V in the relevant subwords of W ,
formalized as bitvectors, then represent the input for
A∀n . The sequence of bitvectors is accepted if and only
if dL (V, W ) ≤ n. More details about the construction
of the universal Levenshtein automaton can be found
in [4].
Fast approximate search in dictionaries. Assume
now we have a dictionary D, encoded as a deterministic
ﬁnite state automaton AD . Given an input string W ,
we want to use A∀n to ﬁnd all entries V ∈ D such that
dL (V, W ) ≤ n. The task is solved by a simple parallel
backtracking procedure. Beginning at the initial state
we traverse AD , visiting all preﬁxes P = σ1 . . . σk−1 of
dictionary words. At each forward step, the label σk of
the transition is matched against the relevant subword
of W to produce a bitvector χk which serves as input
for A∀n . Note that in general there are distinct options
for selecting σk . If the transition in the “control” automaton A∀n fails, we choose another possible transition
in AD with label σk� . If no choices are left, we go back
to the previous state and preﬁx P = σ1 . . . σk−2 . We
output the preﬁx P once we reach a ﬁnal state in both
automata.
Forward-backward method. It should be mentioned
that the evaluation results for approximate search in
dictionaries presented below make use of a highly eﬀective optimization ([4]) in order to speed up the search.
Typically, automata encoding a dictionary D for a
given natural language have a characteristic structure.
The branching degree of nodes is very high in the initial
part of the automaton close to the start state (“initial wall”). A huge number of distinct states can be
reached with the ﬁrst two, three transitions. Deeper
inside, when 3, 4 nodes are traversed, most nodes only
have a very small number of successors. The “forwardbackward method” ([4]) uses this observation to speed
up approximate search. Given D, two automata AD
and Arev
are used. The former (latter) encodes all
D
words of D in the usual, left-to-right (reverse, rightto-left) order. An erroneous token W given as input is
split into two parts W1 , W2 of approx. the same length.
In order to ﬁnd all lexical neighbours of W = W1 W2
in a given edit distance, we ﬁrst assume that the ma1

The construction of ﬁnal states is similar, using another
generic window. For simplicity, we also ignore other details of
the construction.
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Fig. 1. Nondeterministic Levenshtein automaton A“chold
, triangular sliding windows highlighted.
2
��

jority (at least half) of all errors is found in W2 . Since
in W1 the number of possible errors is reduced, not
too much backtracking is necessary when traversing
the initial wall of AD , looking for possible variants of
W1 . Variants of W2 are also found quickly since in
this part of the automaton AD the branching degree
of nodes is very small. The second subsearch is dual.
We assume that most errors are concentrated on W1 .
We now traverse Arev
D , using the reversed input string
W rev = W2rev W1rev . Again we quickly pass through the
rev
initial wall of Arev
are
D , and possible variations of W1
found easily. The speed-up of this method is striking,
see [4].

3

Universal Levenshtein automata for
reﬁned Levenshtein distances

Deﬁnition 3.1 Let three sets S1,1 ⊆ Σ × Σ, M2,1 ⊆
Σ2 ×Σ, S1,2 ⊆ Σ×Σ2 be given. A restricted substitution
is an operation where we replace a letter σ in a word W
by another letter σ � where �σ, σ � � ∈ S1,1 . A restricted
merge is deﬁned similarly, replacing a bigram σσ � of
consecutive letters in W by σ �� for �σσ � , σ �� � ∈ M2,1 .
By a restricted split we mean an operation where a
letter σ of W is replaced by a bigram σ � σ �� s.th.
�σ, σ � σ �� � ∈ S1,2 . Insertions and deletions are deﬁned
as usual. Each restricted substitution, merge, split,
and each insertion and deletion is called a reﬁned edit
operation.

context. It is trivial to see that the reﬁned Levenshtein
distance between two words can be computed via dynamic programming, using a variant of the well-known
Wagner-Fischer scheme [11].
By dS1,1 we denote the simpliﬁed version of the reﬁned Levenshtein distance where M2,1 = S1,2 = ∅. In
what follows we illustrate the universal Levenshtein automata An for the special metrics dS1,1 , and we show
how these automata are applied. Due to space limitations, the very technical computation of the automata
An cannot be described here. At the end of the section we indicate the modiﬁcations that are necessary
to cope with the general situation where the sets M2,1
and S1,2 may be non-empty.
An only depends on the maximum number of reﬁned edit operations n that we want to tolerate, not
on the choice of S1,1 . The automaton A1 for dS1,1 is
shown in Figure 2. Given two words V and W , the
set S1,1 is used to calculate the actual input i(V, W )
for the automaton An . An accepts i(V, W ) only when
dS1,1 (V, W ) ≤ n. We build i(V, W ) using the so-called
characteristic vectors.
Deﬁnition 3.3 For each letter c ∈ Σ and each word
a1 a2 ...ar ∈ Σ∗ we deﬁne the characteristic vectors
1. χ(c, a1 a2 ...ar ) = b1 b2 ...br , where bj = 1 if c = aj
and bj = 0 otherwise,
2. χsub (c, a1 a2 ...ar ) = f1 f2 ...fr , where fj = 1 if
�aj , c� ∈ S1,1 and fj = 0 otherwise.

Deﬁnition 3.2 Let S1,1 , M2,1 , and S1,2 as above. Let
V, W ∈ Σ∗ . The reﬁned Levenshtein distance between
V and W is the minimal number of non-overlapping
reﬁned edit operations that are needed to transform V
into W .

Deﬁnition 3.4 Given the two words V, W ∈ Σ∗ we
deﬁne the input i(V, W ) for An as the sequence of
pairs of characteristic vectors α1 α2 ...α|W | where αi =
�βi , βisub � and

In what follows, by dS1,1 ,M2,1 ,S1,2 we denote the reﬁned Levenshtein distance for the sets S1,1 , M2,1 , and
S1,2 . The index is omitted if the sets are clear from the

1. βi = χ(Wi , Vi−n Vi−n+1 ...Vk ), where k =
min(|V |, i + n + 1), V−n+1 = . . . = V0 = $ for
n > 0. Here $ �∈ Σ is a new symbol.
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2. βisub = χs (Wi , Vi−n+1 Vi−n+1 ...Vk ), where k =
min(|V |, i + n − 1), V−n+2 = . . . = V0 = $ for
n > 1.
For example, let Σ = {a, b, c, ..., z} and S1,1 =
{�a, d�, �d, a�, �h, k�, �h, n�}. Let V = hahd and W =
hand. Then i(V, W ) = α1 α2 α3 α4 where
α1 = �β1 , β1sub � = �χ(h, $hah), χs (h, h)� = �0101, 0�,
α2 = �β2 , β2sub � = �χ(a, hahd), χs (a, a)� = �0100, 0�,
α3 = �β3 , β3sub � = �χ(n, ahd), χs (n, h)� = �000, 1�,
α4 = �β4 , β4sub � = �χ(d, hd), χs (d, d)� = �01, 0�.
The automaton A1 is shown in Fig. 2. In the
ﬁgure, any x represents a don’t care symbol that
can be interpreted as 0 or 1, and expressions in
round brackets are optional.
For instance, from
the state {I−1#1 , I #1 , I+1#1 } with �010(x), x� we
can reach the state {I #1 }. This means that from
{I−1#1 , I #1 , I+1#1 } we can reach {I #1 } with �010, 0�,
�010, 1�, �0100, 0�, �0100, 1�, �0101, 0� and �0101, 1�. In
the above example we start from the initial state {I #0 };
with input �0101, 0�, �0100, 0�, �000, 1� and �01, 0�
we visit the states {I #0 }, {I #0 }, {I−1#1 , I #1 }, and
{M #1}. {M #1 } is a ﬁnal state. Hence dS1,1 (V, W ) ≤
1.
The universal automaton A�n for the reﬁned Levenshtein distance dS1,1 ,M2,1 ,S1,2 is similar to An . The
diﬀerence is that the input i� (V, W ) is a sequence of
quadruples of bitvectors, because in addition to χ and
χsub we use two other characteristic vectors - one for
the restricted merge and one for the restricted split.
The sets M2,1 and S1,2 are used for the computation
of these two additional vectors respectively.

4

Using annotated error dictionaries

By an error dictionary ([1, 7]), we mean a collection E of strings that is generated from a set of correct words D, systematically applying error patterns
of a particular form. In an annotated error dictionary
we store with each erroneous token the corresponding
correct word and the transformation (here: edit operation) that was used to generate the entry. Since the
same erroneous token might be produced in distinct
ways the mapping from errors to correct words in general gives rise to ambiguities.
Generating annotated error dictionaries. The
design of an error dictionary for estimating frequencies
of edit operations in an erroneous text is a delicate
matter. We ﬁrst used a simple brute-force construction, based on a set of typical OCR errors. For some
test sets, satisfactory results were obtained. For others,
it turned out that some of the relevant error patterns
were new, and results were disappointing. After a series
of other tests we arrived at the following construction.
(a) To the 100,000 most frequent words of our English
dictionary we applied all substitutions, a selected list
of “typical” merges and splits, and deletion of a letter

i, l, t, or f. In addition, (b) to the 25,000 most frequent words we applied all (other) merges, and (c) to
the 5,000 most frequent words we applied all (other)
splits. Entries of the error dictionary E were produced
by applying only one error transformation at one position. Hence, entries contain just one error. For each
error W � obtained in this way, we only stored the retranslation that leads to the most frequent correct word
W . At this point, when garbling a word with one of
the non-typical merges and splits (cases b, c), we reduce its frequency by a penalty factor of 1/100. We
deleted all erroneous tokens with a length ≤ 3 since
acronyms and special names of length ≤ 3 can easily
be misinterpreted as errors. We also excluded all errors
that correspond to some word in a large collection of
standard dictionaries with an overall sum of 3.2 million
entries of various languages as well as of person and geographic names. Since each correct word that is left in
the error dictionary may lead to a misclassiﬁcation, it
is important to use a collection of dictionaries with very
high coverage. The error dictionary E produced in this
way contains 38, 794, 294 entries.
Applying annotated error dictionaries. Given
the annotated error dictionary, E, it can be used as
follows to produce an “alignment list” Lal containing
triples (W, W � , op) from an erroneous text. The strings
W � are the normal tokens found in the input text. A
token is called “normal” if it is composed of standard
letters only. If token W � represents an error found in
E, then its correction W and the applied edit operation op = (σ �→ σ� ) are speciﬁed in E - (W, W � , op) is
added to Lal . If W � is not found in E but in the base
lexicon D, W � is considered to be a correct token: we
add (W � , W � , ∅) to Lal . Tokens that are found neither
in E nor in D are discarded. This lexicon constraint
balances the only partial lexical coverage of the error dictionary and also prevents erroneous tokens that
are missing in E from being misinterpreted as correct
words.
It is important to note that no groundtruth data is
involved in this procedure. Furthermore the error dictionary is made for the purpose of OCR post-correction
but is in no way adjusted to a certain OCR engine or
document type.
Obtaining the set of restricted edit operations. From Lal we can easily compute estimated
frequencies for all symbol dependent substitutions,
merges and splits f (σ �→ σ � ) as well as f (σ) for all symbols and 2-grams. The score for each edit operation is
its relative frequency: frel (σ �→ σ � ) = f (σ �→ σ � )/f (σ).
By f (σ), we denote the number of occurrences of σ
in the left components W of entries (W, W � , op) or
(W, W, ∅) of Lal . Thresholds subs, merge, and split
deﬁne the set of restricted substitutions, merges, and
splits. A substitution σ �→ σ� is only used as a restricted substitution during the selection of answer candidates if the estimated relative frequency of σ �→ σ � is
larger than subs. merge is the corresponding threshold
for merges, split is the threshold for splits.
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Fig. 2. Universal Levenshtein automaton A1 for reﬁned Levenshtein metrics.

Implementation and eﬃciency aspects. The
just under 40 million entries of the error dictionary
are stored in a minimal deterministic ﬁnite-state automaton to grant a compact representation and very
fast lookup times. In an oﬄine step, it takes about
3 minutes and 30 seconds to compute the automaton
with approx. 1.5 million states, its size in memory (including the annotations) is 513 MB. The estimation at
runtime is basically a sequence of lookups for all normal tokens of the text and thus very fast. After loading
the automaton, 1,000 tokens of text are processed in ∼
35ms.

5

Evaluation results

As a test set for the new method we used
the TREC-5 corpus with character error rate 5%
(http://trec.nist.gov/data/t5 confusion.html) and an
English dictionary with 264,061 words. Via dynamic
programming we extracted from the corpus couples of
the type �pattern, original�, where pattern is an OCRed
word and original is its corresponding original. The
problem of case errors was ignored for these tests.
From one half of the test set, we extracted the couples
�pattern, original� where pattern �= original and where
original was found in the dictionary. This subset represents all recognition errors that can possibly be cor-
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rected with the applied dictionary. For each pattern
we selected a set of correction candidates from the dictionary.
To have a baseline comparison, we ﬁrst made experiments with Levenshtein automata for the standard
Levenshtein distance (lines (a) in Table 1) and automata allowing unrestricted substitutions, merges and
splits (lines (b)). We then repeated the tests with restricted edit operations. The sets of allowed operations
were determined by the thresholds 2 given in Table 1
and relative frequencies derived either from supervised
training (lines (c)) or from an error proﬁle obtained
with error dictionaries as described above (lines (d)).
Only for (c) we used the remaining half of the test set
for supervised training.
In Table 1, n denotes the maximal number of (restricted) edit operations. For n = 1, we used 100, 000
test patterns for evaluation. For n = 2, the number
of test patterns is 50, 000. For n = 3, the number
of test patterns is 23, 000. With len, we denote the
possible length for an input pattern. In practice, a
distance bound n = 1 (n = 2, n = 3) is mainly interesting for words of length l ≤ 6 (7 ≤ l ≤ 12, 13 ≤ l),
which explains our focus. The number cand gives the
average number of correction candidates per pattern
2

The thresholds are standard values that proved suitable for
the corpus. Future experiments must show if the values are
stable for texts of a diﬀerent kind.
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subs
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

standard
unrestricted
training
err.dics.

0
0
0.0006
0.0005

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

standard
unrestricted
training
err.dics.

0
0
0.01
0.01

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

standard
unrestricted
training
err.dics.

0
0
0.04
0.01

merge
split
n = 1, len = 1 − 6
1
1
0
0
0.0325
0.0005
0.01
0.0005
n = 2, len = 7 − 12
1
1
0
0
0.0002
0.0004
0.02
0
n = 3, len > 12
1
1
0
0
0.03
1
0.01
1

cand

recall

time

7.78
45.73
5.48
6.85

70.565%
94.52%
94.519%
94.519%

0.032
0.107
0.049
0.068

12.24
96.88
3.8
18.73

95.178%
99.988%
99.986%
99.966%

0.37 ms
2.448 ms
0.487 ms
1.67 ms

4.1
43.971
4.029
4.029

99.81%
100%
100%
100%

1.214 ms
6.623 ms
1.08 ms
1.08 ms

ms
ms
ms
ms

Table 1. Test for distance bounds n = 1, 2, 3.
found in the dictionary. The value of cand depends
on the distance bound, the length of the input pattern and the thresholds for the substitutions, merges
and splits. With time, we denote the average time per
pattern needed to ﬁnd and output all correction candidates. With recall, we denote the percentage of patterns where the correct original is found in the selected
set of answer candidates.
As lines (d) show, the new metrics based on the estimation with error dictionaries lead to substantially
improved results: For n = 1 and also for n = 3, the
candidate sets obtained with standard Levenshtein distance were larger but lead to poorer recall. When we
allowed unrestricted substitutions, merges and splits,
the recall was basically the same, but the extraction is
much slower and the size of the candidate sets is unacceptably high. For n = 2, a signiﬁcantly higher recall
(99.97%, compared to 95.18% with standard Levenshtein distance) is obtained at the cost of larger candidate sets: 18.73 (as compared to 12.24) candidates
on average. Only for n = 2 the estimation with error dictionaries was clearly outperformed by supervised
training with ground truth data where the candidate
sets are much smaller (3.8 on average). This might be
due to an important edit operation that went unnoticed
by the automatic error proﬁling.
The CPU of the machine used for the experiments
is Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz with 1GB RAM.

6

Conclusion and future work

In this paper we showed that error dictionaries
may be used to compute proﬁles for erroneous input
texts that help to ﬁne-tune the selection of correction
candidates for malformed tokens from a dictionary.
The computation of the proﬁle for a given input text
is simple, fast, and completely automatic. Combining
this technique with a recently introduced method
for accessing dictionaries, we obtain an automated
procedure for candidate selection which is adaptive
in the sense that the speciﬁcs of the input text are
taken into account. The method leads to very small

candidate sets with high recall.
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Abstract
Algorithms that use approximate word matching
are widely used in diﬀerent areas. We present
the work in progress on a method that has the
potential to select extremely fast from a large
dictionary of correct words a small set of words
that are proximate to a given input erroneous
word. The method can be applied for a large
class of distances based on weighted edit operations. By given distance, we build a two-tape
transducer whose language is a rational relation
with bounded length diﬀerence. In this paper
we present an algorithm for synchronizing a rational relation with bounded length diﬀerence.
We show how our method could be applied for
automatic correction of OCR-ed text.
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1

Introduction

The problem of choosing suitable distance between ﬁnite words is crucial for many applications. One basic
approach to get a measure for proximity of words is to
determine a set of primitive edit operations. Then the
distance between the strings w and v is the minimal
number of primitive edit operations that transform w
into v. For example the edit operations substitution
(replacement of one letter with another), deletion of a
letter and insertion of a letter give the so-called Levenshtein distance [8], known also as edit distance. To
reﬁne the distance we can attach to every edit operation a weight (cost) [10, 18, 19, 7]. Then the distance
between w and v can be deﬁned as the minimal cost
that is necessary to get v from w applying edit operations.
For example, for automatic correction of a text recognized by an OCR system, it is appropriate the primitive edit operations to reﬂect the possible errors done
by the OCR system and the weights of the operations
to reﬂect the frequencies of the errors. For instance, if
the OCR system often recognizes in as m, but never
recognizes in as t, in order to get an appropriate measure for correction we have to assign a high weight to
the split m �→ in and not to consider the split t �→ in
as a primitive edit operation.
The other problem that often must be solved is how
to extract eﬃciently from a large dictionary of correct
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words a small set of correction candidates that almost
always contains the right correction word. Usually this
is done in two steps. On the ﬁrst step a big set of correct candidates is extracted from the dictionary. On
the second step the selected candidates are ranked in
order to ﬁnd the most appropriate ones among them
[6, 11, 20, 16]. In our previuos work [15] we show a
new approach for directly selecting the best candidates
from the dictionary. Having an appropriate distance
d, the erroneous word w over a ﬁnite alphabet Σ and
the dictionary D, the desired small set can be generated as the intersection of D and the set of the words
v such that d(w, v) is not greater than n and n is an
edit bound that is ﬁxed in advance.
One possible solution is to build by the erroneous
word w a deterministic ﬁnite automaton An (w) with
language L(An (w)) = {v | d(w, v) ≤ n} and if the
dictionary is represented also as a deterministic ﬁnite
automaton Adict to generate the intersection via a parallel traversal of both of An (w) and Adict in depth [14].
Here we suppose that at least one of the two automata
has a ﬁnite language, so the intersection can be generated with such a traversal. The disadvantage of this
method is that An (w) depends on w and for every erroneous word w we have to build An (w). Instead of
building An (w) for every w, we can use the so-called
universal Levenshtein automaton, that has a special
input alphabet of bitvectors, but does not depend on
a concrete word w [9].
In our previous work [15] we show that a variant
of the universal Levenshtein automata can be used
very successfully for a solution of the problem mentioned above. The input alphabet of these universal
automata consists of tuples of bitvectors. By given two
words w and v we ﬁrst generate a sequence of tuples of
bitvectors i(w, v) which is the input word for a universal automaton A∀n . The automaton A∀n accepts i(w, v)
if and only if d(w, v) ≤ n. We use a parallel traversal
of A∀n and Adict in depth to generate the intersection.
By the erroneous word w and the label (the letter)
of the current transition of Adict we compute the tuple of bitvectors with which we have to continue the
traversal of A∀n . These universal automata have another advantage: they do not depend on the concrete
primitive edit operations but only on their type. Here
by type of a primitive edit operation we mean a couple of natural numbers �k, m�, which indicates that
the edit operation replaces a string of k letters with
a string of m letters. For example the substitution
a �→ b has the type �1, 1� (we replace one letter with
another), the deletion of a has the type �1, 0� (we re-
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place one letter with zero letters), the insertion of a
has the type �0, 1� (we replace zero letters with one),
the split a �→ bc has the type �1, 2� (we replace one letter with two) etc. Thus for every type t = �k, m� we
have a set At ⊆ Σk × Σm of all edit operations of type
�k, m� that are allowed to be used for the transformation of w into v. The universal automaton depends
only on the edit bound n and the types t, but neither
on the concerete sets At , nor on a concrete word w.
The sets At are used for the computation of the tuples
of bitvectors.
The so-called forward-backward method [9] can be
applied to reduce vastly the time needed to ﬁnd the
intersection. In this method we use Adict and Arev
dict - a
deterministic ﬁnite automaton with language consisting of the reversed words from the dictionary D. We
split the erroneous word w into w1 and w2 , w = w1 w2 ,
such that w1 and w2 have approximately equal lengths.
For simplicity let us consider that d is the usual Levenshtein distance and the edit bound n = 1. We traverse
Adict with w1 and after it we traverse parallelly both
Adict and A∀1 considering w2 as an erroneous word,
starting from the inital state of A∀1 and the state of
Adict that we have reached with w1 . In this way we
generate {w1 v | d(w1 w2 , w1 v) ≤ 1}. We traverse Arev
dict
with w2rev (the reversed w2 ) and after it we traverse
∀
rev
parallelly both Arev
as an
dict and A1 considering w1
erroneous word, starting from the inital state of A∀1
rev
and the state of Arev
dict we have reached with w2 .
In this way we generate {vw2 | d(w1 w2 , vw2 ) ≤ 1}.
The forward-backward method is much faster than the
usual parallel traversal, because the branching dergees
in the initial parts of the automata Adict and Arev
dict are
very high especially when the automata represent natural languages.
The disadvantage of the universal Levenshtein automata is that we have to compute tuples of bitvectors.
In this paper we show how this can be avoided. We
use two-tape automata and synchronized rational relations instead of universal automata. The deterministic
automata, that we ﬁnally get, are also “universal” in
the sense that they do not depend on concrete word
w. Their great plus is that they do not require computation of tuples of bitvectors. Their minus is that
their size is too great and they are not as much universal as the universal automata because they depend
strongly on the sets At and on the size of the alphabet
Σ. So they are applicable in the cases when the set
of primitive edit operations, the edit bound n and the
alphabet Σ are ﬁxed.

2

Formal background

We assume that the reader is familiar with automata
theory [4, 13]. We use � to denote the empty word. If
Σ is a ﬁnite alphabet, as usual we deﬁne Σ0 := {�},
Σi+1 := {wa | w ∈ Σi & a ∈ Σ} for i ∈ N and Σ∗ :=
�
i
�
∗
i∈N Σ . Σ := Σ ∪ {�}. The length of a word w ∈ Σ
is denoted by |w|.
∗
Deﬁnition 2.1
� Let w ∈ Σ , t1 , t2 ∈ N . Then
wt1 +1 wt1 +2 . . . wt2 if t1 < t2 ≤ |w|
w(t1 , t2 ] :=
�
otherwise

Deﬁnition 2.2 Let A = �Σ, Q, q0 , ∆, F � be a (nondeterministic) ﬁnite state automaton with alphabet Σ,
set of states Q, initial state q0 , transition relation ∆ ⊆
Q × (Σ ∪ {�}) × Q and set of ﬁnal states F . For q ∈ Q
the set L(q) := {v ∈ Σ∗ | ∃f ∈ F : �q, v, f � ∈ ∆∗ }
is called the language of state q. Here ∆∗ denotes the
extended transition relation, which is deﬁned as usual:
∆∗ is the smallest subset of Q × Σ∗ × Q satisfying the
following conditions:
1. �q, �, q� ∈ ∆∗ for all q ∈ Q

2. �q1 , w, q2 � ∈ ∆∗ & �q2 , x, q3 � ∈ ∆ ⇒ �q1 , wx, q3 � ∈
∆∗ for all w ∈ Σ∗ and all x ∈ Σ ∪ {�}

The language of A is L(A) := L(q0 ). A set of words
M ⊆ Σ∗ is called regular (rational) iﬀ there exists a
ﬁnite state automaton A such that L(A) = M .

Deﬁnition 2.3 Let T = �Σ, q0 , I, ∆, F � be a two-tape
ﬁnite state transducer with alphabet Σ for the two
tapes, set of states Q, initial state q0 , transition relation ∆ ⊆ Q × (Σ� × Σ� ) × Q and set of ﬁnal states F .
For q ∈ Q the set L(q) := {�w, v� ∈ Σ∗ × Σ∗ | ∃f ∈
F : �q, �w, v�, f � ∈ ∆∗ } is called the language of state
q. Here ∆∗ denotes the extended transition relation,
which is deﬁned as usual: ∆∗ is the smallest subset of
Q × (Σ∗ × Σ∗ ) × Q satisfying the following conditions:
1. �q, ��, ��, q� ∈ ∆∗ for all q ∈ Q

2. �q1 , �w, v�, q2 � ∈ ∆∗ & �q2 , �x, y�, q3 � ∈ ∆ ⇒
�q1 , �wx, vy�, q3 � ∈ ∆∗ for all w, v ∈ Σ∗ and all
x, y ∈ Σ ∪ {�}
←

The left language of q is L (q) := {�w, v� |
�q0 , �w, v�, q� ∈ ∆∗ }. The language of T is L(T ) :=
L(q0 ). A binary relation R ⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ is called regular
(rational) iﬀ there exists a ﬁnite state transducer T
such that L(T ) = R.

3

Generalized word distances

We deﬁne a family of functions that measure the proximity between two words. Each function is based on a
set of weighted edit operations.
Deﬁnition 3.1 A weighted edit operation is a quadruple op = �opx , opy , opr , opw � where opx , opy ∈ N ,
x
y
opx + opy > 0, opr ⊆ Σop × Σop and opw ∈ N .
opw is called the weight of the operation op and opr is
called the replacement relation of op.
Deﬁnition 3.2 Let w, v ∈ Σ∗ and Op be a set of
weighted edit operations. We say that v can be obtained from w with cost c by applying k operations
from Op iﬀ w can be represented in the form w =
w(1) w(2) . . . w(k) , v can be represented in the form v =
v(1) v(2) . . . v(k) , such that each pair �w(i) , v(i) � belongs
to some relation opri for some opi ∈ Op (1 ≤ i ≤ k)
w
and the cost c is given by opw
1 + . . . + opk .
Deﬁnition 3.3 Given a set of operations Op we deﬁne the function d[Op] : Σ∗ × Σ∗ → N ∪ {∞}.
d[Op](w, v) is the minimal cost to obtain v from w by
applying operations from Op. If v cannot be obtained
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from w by applying operations from Op d[Op](w, v)
equals the special value ∞ (i < ∞, ∞+i := i+∞ := ∞
for all i ∈ N , ∞ + ∞ := ∞).
Using a variant of the dynamic programming scheme
described in [17] we can deﬁne the function d[Op] in
another way:
Deﬁnition 3.4 Let w, v ∈ Σ∗ be given. In order to
deﬁne d[Op](w, v) ∈ N ∪ {∞} we inductively deﬁne a
(|v| + 1) × (|w| + 1) matrix M with entries in N ∪ {∞}:
1. M0,0 := 0

Example 3.10 Let S ⊆ Σ × Σ and
Op = {opid , opdel , opins , opS−subs } where
opS−subs = �1, 1, S, 1�.
Then d[Op] is the generalized Levenshtein distance
with S-restricted substitutions. If S = Σ × Σ, then
d[Op] is the usual Levenshtein distance deﬁned in Example 3.7.
Example 3.11 Let S
⊆
Σ × Σ, M
⊆
Let Op :=
Σ2 × Σ and Sp ⊆ Σ × Σ2 .
{opid , opdel , opins , opS−subs , opM −merge , opSp−split },
where

2. Let i �= 0 or j �= 0. Assume that Mi� ,j � is deﬁned
for all i� ≤ i and all j � ≤ j such that i� +j � < i + j.
(a) If, for some op ∈ Op, we have �w(j −
opx , j], v(i − opy , i]� ∈ opr , let Mi,j :=
minop∈Op M op [i, j] where M op [i, j] := opw +
Mi−opy ,j−opx
(b) If there does not exist op ∈ Op such that
�w(j − opx , j], v(i − opy , i]� ∈ opr , let Mi,j :=
∞.
Eventually we deﬁne d[Op](w, v) := M|v|,|w| .
Proposition 3.5 Deﬁntions 3.3 and 3.4 are equivalent.
Deﬁnition 3.6 Let Op be a set of weighted edit operations. Op is called normal iﬀ Op is ﬁnite and the
identity opid := �1, 1, {�a, a� | a ∈ Σ}, 0� belongs to
Op.
In what follows, each set of weighted edit operations
is assumed to be normal. This requirement is natural
because it guarantees that d[Op](w, w) = 0 for each
word w ∈ Σ∗ .
Example 3.7 Let Op := {opid , opdel , opins , opsubs }
where
opdel
opins
opsubs

=
=
=

�1, 0, {�a, �� | a ∈ Σ}, 1�,
�0, 1, {��, a� | a ∈ Σ}, 1� and
�1, 1, {�a, b� | a, b ∈ Σ}, 1�.

Then d[Op] is the usual Levenshtein distance [8].
Example 3.8 Let Op := {opid , opdel , opins , opsubs ,
optr } where opdel , opins , opsubs are as above and
optr := �2, 2, {�ab, ba� | a, b ∈ Σ}, 1�. Then d[Op] is the
generalized Levenshtein distance with transposition.
Example 3.9 Let Op := {opid , opdel , opins , opsubs ,
opmerge , opsplit } where opdel , opins , opsubs are as above
and
opmerge
opsplit

=
=

�2, 1, {�ab, c� | a, b, c ∈ Σ}, 1� and
�1, 2, {�c, ab� | a, b, c ∈ Σ}, 1�.

Then d[Op] is the generalized Levenshtein distance
with merge and split.
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opM −merge
opSp−split

=
=

�2, 1, M, 1� and
�1, 2, Sp, 1�.

Then d[Op] is the generalized Levenshtein distance
with S-restricted substitutions, M -restricted merges
and Sp-restricted splits.
Let us note that the distance d[Op] is not always a
measure. For example the generalized Levenshtein distance with S-restricted substitutions (Example 3.10)
is symmetric only when the relation S is symmetric. The Levenshtein distance extended with transpositions (Example 3.8), dtL , is symmetric, but not a
measure, because the triangle inequality does not hold
always: Let Σ = {a, b, c, d}. Then dtL (abcd, abdc) = 1,
dtL (abdc, bdac) = 2, but dtL (abcd, bdac) = 4.

4

Two tape transducers for
bounded word distances and
synchronized rational relations

For a normal set of operations Op and an edit bound
n ∈ N we deﬁne a two-tape transducer Tn [Op] such
that L(Tn [Op]) = {�w, v�|d[Op](w, v) ≤ n}. In what
follows, let Op� := {op ∈ Op | max(opx , opy ) ≥ 2}.
Deﬁnition 4.1 Tn [Op] := �Σ, Q, 0, ∆, F � where
1. the alphabet of the two tapes is Σ,
2. the set of states is Q := Q� ∪ Q�� where
• Q� := {k ∈ N |k ≤ n} (main states),

• Q�� := {kop,α,β,j | k + opw ∈ Q� & op ∈
Op� & 1 ≤ j < max(opx , opy ) & �α, β� ∈ opr }
(intermediate states),
3. the initial state is 0,
4. the transition relation ∆ is the following subset of
Q × (Σ� × Σ� ) × Q: Let π1 , π2 ∈ Q and �a, b� ∈
Σ� × Σ� . Then �π1 , �a, b�, π2 � ∈ ∆ iﬀ one of the
following conditions is satisﬁed:
(a) π1 has the form k and π2 has the form k+opw
where �a, b� ∈ opr for some operation op ∈
Op such that op �∈ Q� ,
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Fig. 1: Two-tape transducer T1 [{opid , opdel , opins , opsubs }]
for the usual Levenshtein distance, Σ = {a, b}
(b) π1 has the form k, π2 has the form kop,α,β,1 ,
a = α1 if opx > 0, a = � if opx = 0, b = β1 if
opy > 0, b = � if opy = 0, for some operation
op ∈ Op�
(c) π1 has the form kop,α,β,j , π2 has the form
kop,α,β,j+1 , a = αj+1 if opx ≥ j + 1, a = � if
opx < j + 1, b = βj+1 if opy ≥ j + 1, b = �
if opy < j + 1, for some operation op ∈ Op�
and some j < max(opx , opy ) − 1
(d) π1 has the form kop,α,β,m for m =
max(opx , opy ) − 1, π2 has the form k + opw ,
a = αm+1 if opx ≥ m + 1, a = � if opx <
m + 1, b = βm+1 if opy ≥ m + 1, b = � if
opy < m + 1, for some operation op ∈ Op�

5. the set of ﬁnal states is F := Q� .

Example 4.2 The transducer
T1 [{opid , opdel , opins , opsubs }] for the usual Levenshtein distance (Example 3.7), alphabet Σ = {a, b}
and edit bound n = 1 is shown in Figure 1.
Example 4.3 Let Σ = {a, b}, S = {�a, b�}, M =
{�aa, b�, �bb, a�}, Sp = {�a, bb�} and Op = {opid , opdel ,
opins , opS−subs , opM −merge , opSp−split }. d[Op] is the
generalized Levenshtein distance with S-restricted
substitutions, M -restricted merges and Sp-restricted
splits (Example 3.11). T2 [Op] is shown in Figure 2.
Proposition 4.4
L(Tn [Op]) = {�w, v� | d[Op](w, v) ≤ n}
Proof. Let k ∈ Q� . Then it can be shown that
L(k) = {�w, v� | d[Op](x, y) ≤ n − k}. Hence
L(Tn [Op]) = L(0) = {�w, v� | d[Op](w, v) ≤ n}.
The disadvantage of the two-tape transducer Tn [Op]
is that generally there are many ways to decompose

Fig. 2: Two-tape transducer for generalized Levenshtein distance with restricted substitutions, merges
and splits. The edit bound is n = 2.
a couple of words �w, v� ∈ Σ∗ × Σ∗ into elements
of Σ� × Σ� . Hence there may be many paths in
the transducer that we have to check to verify that
�w, v� ∈ L(Tn [Op]) or �w, v� �∈ L(Tn [Op]). For example if we use T1 [{opid , opdel , opins , opsubs }] (Figure 1)
to verify that the usual Levenshtein distance between
w = abbab and v = bbba is greater than one, we traverse T1 [{opid , opdel , opins , opsubs }] with the three sequences
1. �a, b�, �b, b�, �b, b�, �a, a�, ...
2. �a, ��, �b, b�, �b, b�, ...
3. ��, b�, ...

to see that �w, v� �∈ L(T1 [{opid , opdel , opins , opsubs }]).
Note
that
even
if
we
determinize
T1 [{opid , opdel , opins , opsubs }] as a usual nondeterministic automaton over Σ� × Σ� , we shall have to
traverse again with the above three sequences.
To overcome this problem we use the so-called synchronized rational relations. The idea is to convert Tn [Op] into a ﬁnite state automaton A that has
not transitions of the type �x, �� and ��, x�. This
means that the two input words for A must have
equal lenghts. We pad on the right side the shorter
of the two input words with a new symbol $ �∈ Σ
to match in length the longer input word. So we
would like to build a ﬁnite state automaton A =
�Σ$ × Σ$ , QA , q0A , ∆A , FA �, (Σ$ := Σ ∪ {$}), such that
L(A) = {pad(w, v) | �w, v� ∈ L(Tn [Op])}, where the
function pad : Σ∗ × Σ∗ → (Σ$ × Σ$ )∗ is deﬁned as
follows:
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Deﬁnition 4.5 pad(w, v) :=

�



 �w1 , v1 ��w2 , v2 � . . . �w|w| , v|w| �


�w1 , v1 ��w2 , v2 � . . . �w|w| , v|w| �
 �$, v|w|+1 ��$, v|w|+2 � . . . �$, v|v| �



�w1 , v1 ��w2 , v2 � . . . �w|v| , v|v| �


�w|v|+1 , $��w|v|+2 , $� . . . �w|w| , $�

if w = v = �
if |w| = |v|
if |w| < |v|
if |w| > |v|

Deﬁnition 4.6 Let R ⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ . R is called synchronized rational relation if there exists a ﬁnite state
automaton A over the alphabet Σ$ × Σ$ , such that
L(A) = {pad(w, v) | �w, v� ∈ R}.

Synchronized rational relations are well investigated: [2, 1, 3]. A comprehensive study of the family
of the synchronized rational relations is [3].
It is easy to see that there exists a normal set of operations Op and an edit bound n, such that L(Tn [Op])
is not a synchronized rational relation. For example let
Σ = {a}, Op = {opid , �1, 2, {�a, aa�}, 0�} and n = 0.
Let us suppose that L(Tn [Op]) is a synchronized rational relation. Then {�a, a�k �$, a�m | m ≤ k} is a
regular language. Let x = �a, a� and y = �$, a�. So
{xk y m | m ≤ k} is a regular language over the alphabet Σ = {x, y}. Using the pumping lemma for the
regular languages we can check that {xk y m | m ≤ k}
is not a regular language.
We deﬁne a class of set of operations for which
L(Tn [Op]) is a synchronized rational relation.
Deﬁnition 4.7 Let Op be a set of operations. The
zero weighted edit operations of Op lie on the main
diagonal iﬀ ∀op ∈ Op : (opw = 0 & opr �= φ) ⇒ opx =
opy .
Proposition 4.8 Let Op be a normal set of operations and the zero weighted edit operations of Op lie
on the main diagonal. Then L(Tn [Op]) is a synchronized rational relation.
To prove Proposition 4.8 we use the following
Theorem 4.9 (Frougny and Sakarovitch [3]) A
rational relation with bounded length diﬀerence is a
synchronized rational relation.
Deﬁnition 4.10 Let T = �Σ, Q, q0 , ∆, F � is a twotape transducer and q ∈ Q. The imbalance set of q is
←
Imb(q) := {||w| − |v|| | �w, v� ∈ L (q)}. A rational relation R has a bounded length diﬀerence if there exists
a transducer T such that L(T ) = R and every state of
T has a ﬁnite imbalance set.
Proposition 4.11 Let Op be a normal set of operations. Then the zero weighted edit operations of Op lie
on the main diagonal iﬀ every state of Tn [Op] has a
ﬁnite imbalance set.
Deﬁnition 4.12 Let P = ��π1 , �a1 , b1 �, π2 �,
�π2 , �a2 , b2 �, π3 �, . . . , �πk , �ak , bk �, πk+1 �� ∈ ∆k be a
path of k > 0 transitions in the two-tape transducer
T , whose transition relation is ∆. The imbalance of P
is imb(P ) := ||a1 a2 . . . ak | − |b1 b2 . . . bk ||.
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Proof of Proposition 4.11
Let Op be a normal set of operations and the
zero weighted edit operations of Op lie on the main
diagonal. Then every simple cycle of transitions P =
��π1 , �a1 , b1 �, π2 �, �π2 , �a2 , b2 �, π3 �, . . . , �πk , �ak , bk �, π1 �� ∈
∆k (∆ is the transition relation of Tn [Op] and πi �= πj
if i �= j and max(i, j) < k) has an imbalance which
is equal to zero, imb(P ) = 0. Hence every state of
Tn [Op] has a ﬁnite imbalance set. Now let every
state of Tn [Op] have a ﬁnite imbalance set and let us
suppose that op ∈ Op such that opr �= φ, opw = 0 and
opx �= opy . Then {k|opx − opy | | k ∈ N } ⊆ Imb(0).
Hence Imb(0) is inﬁnite. Contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 4.8
Proposition 4.8 follows from Proposition 4.11,
Deﬁniton 4.10 and Theorem 4.9.

5

Synchronizing algorithm

In [3] Frougny and Sakarovitch present an algorithm
for synchronization of a rational relation with bounded
length diﬀerence. Their algorithm converts the input transducer into a letter-to-letter 2-automaton with
terminal function (see [3]). Here we present an algorithm that builds from the input transducer T =
�Σ, Q, q0 , ∆, F � a nondeterministic ﬁnite state automaton A = �Σ$ × Σ$ , QA , q0A , ∆A , FA �, such that L(A) =
{pad(w, v) | �w, v� ∈ L(A)}. Our algorithm terminates if every state of T has a ﬁnite imbalance set.
Without loss of generality we consider that ∆ ⊆
Q × ((Σ × Σ) ∪ ({�} × Σ) ∪ (Σ × {�})) × Q (T has no
←

��, �� transitions), L(q) �= φ and L (q) �= φ for every
q ∈ Q.
Traversing a two-tape transducer may be considered
as a process of asynchronous moving of two reading
heads from state to state (one head for the ﬁrst tape
and one for the second tape). The beginning of the
process is the following:
1. We start with the two heads on the initial state
q0
2. If there is a transition �q0 , �a, b�, q� ∈ ∆ for some
a, b ∈ Σ, then we continue the traversal with moving the two heads on the state q

3. If there is a transition �q0 , �a, ��, q� ∈ ∆ for some
a ∈ Σ, then we continue the traversal with moving
only the ﬁrst head on the state q. The second head
stays on state q0 and waits for the symbol of the
next transition that starts from q.
(a) If it is �q, �c, ��, p� for some c ∈ Σ, we move
the ﬁrst head on the state p and the second
head stays and waits again.
(b) If it is �q, �c1 , c2 �, p�, then the ﬁrst head goes
in p and the second head goes in q.
...
4. If there is a transition �q0 , ��, a�, q� for some a ∈ Σ,
then we proceed symmetrically to case 3.
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The process continues with the movements of the two
heads or their stays according to the transitions of
the transducer. Since L(T ) is a rational relation with
bounded length diﬀerence, there is a constant c ∈ N
such that the slower head, that has more stays and
lags, can never be more than c transitions behind
the faster one. In our construction every state of the
synchronized automaton A encodes the path that the
slower head must traverse to reach the other head.
Let us suppose that every state of T has a ﬁnite
imbalance set. We decompose the transition relation
∆ into two relations ∆1 ⊆ Q × (Σ ∪ {�}) × Q and
∆2 ⊆ Q×(Σ∪{�})×Q. ∆1 and ∆2 give the transitions
on the the ﬁrst and the second tape of the transducer
T resp.: �q � , x, q �� � ∈ ∆1 iﬀ there exists y ∈ Σ∪{�} such
that �q � , �x, y�, q �� � ∈ ∆, �q � , y, q �� � ∈ ∆2 iﬀ there exists
x ∈ Σ ∪ {�} such that �q � , �x, y�, q �� � ∈ ∆. We extend
∆1 and ∆2 to ∆∗1 ⊆ Q × Σ∗ × Q and ∆∗2 ⊆ Q × Σ∗ × Q
as usual: ∆∗1 (∆∗2 ) is the smallest subset of Q × Σ∗ × Q
such that
1. �q, �, q� ∈ ∆∗1 (�q, �, q� ∈ ∆∗2 ) for each q ∈ Q,
2. �q1 , x, q2 � ∈ ∆∗1 & �q2 , c, q3 � ∈ ∆1 ⇒ �q1 , xc, q3 � ∈
∆∗1
(�q1 , x, q2 � ∈ ∆∗2 & �q2 , c, q3 � ∈ ∆2 ⇒ �q1 , xc, q3 � ∈
∆∗2 )
for each q1 , q2 , q3 ∈ Q, each x ∈ ∆∗1 (x ∈ ∆∗2 ) and
each c ∈ Σ ∪ {�}.
To deﬁne the states of A we use the relations ξi ⊆
Q × Σ × Q for i = 1, 2, which are some kind of �-closed
transition relations, deﬁned as follows: �q1 , x, q2 � ∈ ξi
iﬀ there exists q ∈ Q such that �q1 , x, q� ∈ ∆i and
�q, �, q2 � ∈ ∆∗i . Pi for i = 1, 2 are the following sets of
sequences of ξi -transitions:
x
x
x
Pi := {q1 →1 q2 →2 q3 . . . qk →k qk+1 ∈ ξik | 0 <
k ≤ maxImb}, where maxImb = maxπ∈Q & i∈Imb(π) i.
Here and in what follows we use
x
x
x
q1 →1 q2 →2 q3 . . . qk →k qk+1
to denote the path
��q1 , x1 , q2 �, �q2 , x2 , q3 �, . . . , �qk , xk , qk+1 ��.
Pi is a ﬁnite set for i = 1, 2, since every state of T
has a ﬁnite imbalance set and maxImb is well-deﬁned.
We deﬁne the nondeterministic automaton A =
�Σ$ × Σ$ , QA , q0A , ∆A , FA �:
1. The set of states is QA := Q0 ∪ Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪ Q�1 ∪
Q�2 ∪ {⊥}, where
(a) Q0 := {�q, q� | q ∈ Q} (states encoding that
the two heads are on the same state)
(b) Q1 := {��, P � | P ∈ P1 } (states encoding
the path that the ﬁrst head must traverse to
reach the second one)
(c) Q2 := {�P, �� | P ∈ P2 } (states encoding the
path that the second head must traverse to
reach the ﬁrst one)
(d) Q�1 := {�$, P � | P ∈ P1 } (states encoding
that the ﬁrst input word has been consumed
and $-s are to be consumed)
(e) Q�2 := {�P, $� | P ∈ P2 } (states encoding
that the second input word has been consumed and $-s are to be consumed)

(f) ⊥ is a sink state, �⊥, c, p� �∈ ∆A for all c ∈
(Σ$ × Σ$ ) ∪ {�} and all p ∈ QA
2. The initial state is q0A := �q0 , q0 �
3. The set of ﬁnal states is FA := {�q, q� | q ∈ F } ∪
{⊥}
4. The transition relation ∆A is the subset of QA ×
((Σ$ × Σ$ ) ∪ {�}) × QA deﬁned as follows: Let
π1 , π2 ∈ QA and c ∈ (Σ$ × Σ$ ) ∪ {�}. Then
�π1 , c, π2 � ∈ ∆A iﬀ one of the following conditions
is satisﬁed:
(a) π1 has the type �q � , q � � for some q � ∈ Q, c ∈
Σ2 , π2 has the type �q �� , q �� � for some q �� ∈ Q
and �q � , c, q �� � ∈ ∆

(b) π1 has the type �q � , q � � for some q � ∈ Q, c = �,
y
π2 has the type ��, q � → q �� � for some q �� ∈ Q
and some y ∈ Σ such that �q � , ��, y�, q �� � ∈ ∆
(c) π1 has the type �q � , q � � for some q � ∈ Q, c = �,
x
π2 has the type �q � → q �� , �� for some q �� ∈ Q
and some x ∈ Σ such that �q � , �x, ��, q �� � ∈ ∆
y1

y2

y3

(d) π1 has the type ��, q1 → q2 → q3 →
yk
q4 . . . qk → qk+1 �, c = �a, y1 � for some a ∈ Σ,
y2
y3
yk
π2 has the type ��, q2 → q3 → q4 . . . qk →
b

qk+1 → qk+2 � for some b ∈ Σ and some
qk+2 ∈ Q such that �qk+1 , �a, b�, qk+2 � ∈ ∆
y1

y2

yk

(e) π1 has the type ��, q1 → q2 → q3 . . . qk →
y1
qk+1 �, c = �, π2 has the type ��, q1 →
y2

yk

b

q2 → q3 . . . qk → qk+1 → qk+2 � for some
b ∈ Σ and some qk+2 ∈ Q such that
�qk+1 , ��, b�, qk+2 � ∈ ∆
y1

(f) π1 has the type ��, q1 → q2 �, c = �a, y1 � for
some a ∈ Σ, π2 has the type �q, q� for some
q ∈ Q such that �q2 , �a, ��, q� ∈ ∆
y1

y2

y3

(g) π1 has the type ��, q1 → q2 → q3 →
yk
q4 . . . qk → qk+1 � for some k ≥ 2, c = �a, y1 �
y2
for some a ∈ Σ, π2 has the type ��, q2 →
y3
yk
q3 → q4 . . . qk → q� for some q ∈ Q such that
�qk+1 , �a, ��, q� ∈ ∆
x

x

x

x

(h) π1 has the type �q1 →1 q2 →2 q3 →3 q4 . . . qk →k
qk+1 , ��, c = �x1 , b� for some b ∈ Σ, π2 has
x
x
x
a
the type �q2 →2 q3 →3 q4 . . . qk →k qk+1 →
qk+2 , �� for some a ∈ Σ and some qk+2 ∈ Q
such that �qk+1 , �a, b�, qk+2 � ∈ ∆
x

x

x

(i) π1 has the type �q1 →1 q2 →2 q3 . . . qk →k
x
qk+1 , ��, c = �, π2 has the type �q1 →1
xk
x2
a
q2 → q3 . . . qk → qk+1 → qk+2 , �� for some
a ∈ Σ and some qk+2 ∈ Q such that
�qk+1 , �a, ��, qk+2 � ∈ ∆
x

(j) π1 has the type �q1 →1 q2 , ��, c = �x1 , b� for
some b ∈ Σ, π2 has the type �q, q� for some
q ∈ Q such that �q2 , ��, b�, q� ∈ ∆
x

x

x

x

(k) π1 has the type �q1 →1 q2 →2 q3 →3 q4 . . . qk →k
qk+1 , �� for some k ≥ 2, c = �x1 , b� for
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x

x

some b ∈ Σ, π2 has the type �q2 →2 q3 →3
x
q4 . . . qk →k q, �� for some q ∈ Q such that
�qk+1 , ��, b�, q� ∈ ∆
y1

(l) π1 has the type ��, q1 → q2 � for some q2 ∈ F ,
c = �$, y1 �, π2 is the sink state ⊥
y1

y2

y3

(m) π1 has the type ��, q1 → q2 → q3 →
yk
q4 . . . qk → qk+1 � for some k ≥ 2 and some
qk+1 ∈ F , c = �$, y1 �, π2 has the type
y2
y3
yk
�$, q2 → q3 → q4 . . . qk → qk+1 �
x

(n) π1 has the type �q1 →1 q2 , �� for some q2 ∈ F ,
c = �x1 , $�, π2 is the sink state ⊥
x

x

x

y1

(p) π1 has the type �$, q1 → q2 �, c = �$, y1 �, π2
is the sink state ⊥
x
(q) π1 has the type �q1 →1 q2 , $�, c = �x1 , $�, π2
is the sink state ⊥
y1
y2
y3
(r) π1 has the type �$, q1 → q2 → q3 →
yk
q4 . . . qk → qk+1 � for some k ≥ 2, c = �$, y1 �,
y2
y3
yk
π2 has the type �$, q2 → q3 → q4 . . . qk →
qk+1 �
x2

x3

xk

(s) π1 has the type �q1 → q2 → q3 → q4 . . . qk →
qk+1 , $� for some k ≥ 2, c = �x1 , $�, π2 has
x
x
x
the type �q2 →2 q3 →3 q4 . . . qk →k qk+1 , $�

The proof of the following proposition is omitted.
Proposition 5.1
L(A) = {pad(�w, v�) | �w, v� ∈ L(T )}
The procedure, that builds the nondeterministic automaton A = �Σ$ × Σ$ , QA , q0A , ∆A , FA � by a given
input transducer T , starts from the initial state q0A =
�q0 , q0 � and using the deﬁniton of the transition relation ∆A ﬁnds in breadth all states of A that are
reachable from the initial one. The procedure terminates if every state of T has a ﬁnite imbalance set.
After �-removal, determinization and minimization we
get from A the ﬁnal synchronized automaton that can
be used in practice.
So we build a synchronized automaton S from
Tn [Op]. S recognizes an input word pad(w, v) if and
only if d[Op](w, v) ≤ n. Let us suppose that we ﬁnish the traversal of S with pad(w, v) in a ﬁnal state.
It may be useful to know by the ﬁnal state the distance d[Op](w, v). For this aim a little modiﬁcation of the construction of A is needed. In cases
(l), (n), (p) and (q) π2 has to be �q2 , q2 � instead of
⊥. Then the distance that corresponds to a ﬁnal
state �k, k� is k. This information can be kept during
the determinization and the minimization. After the
above modiﬁcation L(A) ⊃ {pad(w, v) | d[Op](w, v) ≤
n}, but d[Op](w, v) ≤ n ⇒ pad(w, v) ∈ L(A) and
d[Op](w, v) > n ⇒ pad(w, v) �∈ L(A).
Table 1 shows the dependence of the synchronized
automaton for the usual Levenshtein distance on the
size of the alphabet and the edit bound.
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edit bound
1
2
3
4
1
1

states
14
187
2, 438
28, 557
222
5, 102

transitions
58
1, 082
16, 384
205, 500
5, 250
63, 0250

Table 1: Synchronized automata for the usual Levenshtein distance
(a)
(b)
(c)

subs
0
0
0.0006

merge
1
0
0.0325

split
1
0
0.0005

cand
7.78
45.73
5.48

recall
70.565%
94.52%
94.519%

univ
0.032 ms
0.107 ms
0.049 ms

Table 2: Test for distance bound n = 1.

x

(o) π1 has the type �q1 →1 q2 →2 q3 →3 q4 . . . qk →k
qk+1 , �� for some k ≥ 2 and some qk+1 ∈ F ,
c = �x1 , $�, π2 has the type
x
x
x
�q2 →2 q3 →3 q4 . . . qk →k qk+1 , $�

x1

alphabet size
2
2
2
2
10
50

The synchronized automaton for the usual Levenshtein distance, Σ = {a, b} and edit bound 1 is shown
in Figure 3. If we ﬁnish a traversal of the automaton with pad(w, v) in state 0, then the Levenshtein
distance between w and v is 0. If we ﬁnish in state
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 or 9, then the distance is 1.

6

Evaluation results

As a test set for the new method we use the TREC-5
corpus with character error rate 5% [5] and an English
dictionary with 264,061 words. Via dynamic programming we extract from the corpus couples of the type
�pattern, original�, where pattern is an OCRed word
and original is its corresponding original. The problem of case errors was ignored for these tests.
As a measure for the proximity between pattern and
original we use the generalized Levenshtein distance
with S-restricted substitutions, M -restricted merges
and Sp-restricted splits (Example 3.11). We use 1/2
of these couples as a training set to calculate the relative frequency of each symbol dependent substitution,
merge and split. We use thresholds subs, merge, and
split to deﬁne resp. the sets S, M and Sp. S contains
only the substitutions with relative frequencies greater
than subs. Analogously we determine the sets M and
Sp. Estimating the relative frequencies can be done
also without using ground truth training data [12].
Using the remaining 1/2 we prepared a test set that
consist of 100, 000 couples �pattern, original� such that
original is in the dictionary. For each pattern from
the test set we select a set of correction candidates
from the dictionary, applying the forward-backward
method. Table 2 represents the results for edit bound
n = 1. The number cand gives the average number of
correction candidates per pattern found in the dictionary. The length of every test pattern does not exceed
6. For longer patterns greater edit bounds are needed.
univ is the average time per pattern needed to ﬁnd
the correction candidates using universal automaton.
synchr is the average time per pattern needed to ﬁnd
the correction candidates using synchronized automaton. recall is the percentage of patterns where the
correct original is found in the selected set of correction candidates. The CPU of the machine used for the
experiments is Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz with 1GB RAM.
For the usual Levenshtein distance (a) the algo-
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synchr
0.012 ms
0.076 ms
0.013 ms

($, a)
($, b)
(b, b)
(a, a)

(a, $)

0

(b, $)
(a, b)

($, a)
(b, $)
2

(a, a)
(b, b)

(a, a)
(b, b)
($, a)

4

(b, b)

(a, a)

(b, a)

6
(b, $)
(b, a)

(b, a)

(b, b)
10

($, b)
(a, b)

(b, a)

(b, b)

(b, a)
(a, a)
11

(b, a)

(b, b)
(a, a)

(a, $)
(a, a)

($, a)

1

13
(b, $)

(a, a)
(a, a)
(a, b)

(b, b)

(a, b)

rithm that uses synchronized automata is approximately three time faster than the algorithm that uses
universal automata. For the reﬁned Levenshtein distance (c) - approximately four times. This is due to the
fact that the universal automaton for the usual Levenshtein distance uses only one characteristic vector
and the universal automaton for the reﬁned distance
(c) uses four characteristic vectors. Synchronized automata do not require computation of characteristic
vectors. Although in case (b) the universal automaton
also uses one characteristic vector, synchronized automata are not as faster than in cases (a) and (c). The
reason for this is probably the high number of candidates extracted from the dictionary. The high number
of candidates means that there is too much traversal of
the dictionary. Probably the traversal (that is changing the current states, some call stack operations etc.)
requires more time than computing the characteristic
vectors.
Unfortunately, when we increase the edit bound, the
size of the synchronized automaton grows drasticly
fast. Even when the edit bound is 2 and the alphabet
size is 26, for the reﬁned Levenshtein distance (c) with
proper thersholds we did not succeed to determinize
A.
Other negative feature of the synchronized automata in comparison to the universal automata is
that for the forward-backward method we have to use
two synchronized automata: A1 , such that L(A1 ) =
{pad(w, v) | d[Op](w, v) ≤ n}, and A2 , such that
L(A2 ) = {pad(w, v) | d[Oprev ](w, v) ≤ n}. Here Oprev
is the set of the reversed operations of Op: Oprev =
{�opx , opy , {�αrev , β rev � | �α, β� ∈ opr }, opw � | op ∈
Op}.

12
($, b)

5

7

(b, b)

(a, b)
(a, b)

(a, $)
($, a)

(b, a)

8

(a, b)

(b, b)

(b, b)

(b, $)
($, b)
(a, a)

9
($, b)

3

(a, $)

(a, a)
(a, a)
7

(a, $)
(b, b)

Fig. 3: Synchronized automaton for the usual Levenshtein distance, Σ = {a, b}, the edit bound is 1

Conclusion and future work

Synchronized automata are extremely eﬀective instrument that could be used for approximate matching
problems. In our experiments we used only uniform
wegths (0 and 1) of the edit operations. But with
synchronized automata we could manage with more
than two degrees of discretization. Future work will
be devoted to the problem of the great size of the synchronized automata. Algorithm for direct incremental
building of the minimal synchronized automata could
be useful.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new Rule Deﬁnition Language (RDL) designed to allow fast and natural linguistic development of rule-based systems.
We also describe a bimachine compiler for RDL
which implements two novel methods: for bimachine construction and composition respectively.
As an example usage of the presented framework we develop Porter’s stemming algorithm as
a set of context-sensitive rewrite rules and compile them into a single compact bimachine.

Keywords

that no context overlapping was ever possible, which,
in essence, reduced the compilation complexity a lot.
The current work attempts to go one step further
and describe a bimachine compiler that doesn’t impose any restrictions on the regular rewrite rules and
still avoids constructing the intermediate transducers.
The compiler comes with, what we hope would be, an
easy to use Rule Deﬁnition Language (RDL) that provides the full expressive power of regular rewrite rules.
Finally, we illustrate the language and compiler usage
by implementing Porter’s stemming algorithm as a set
of 21 rewrite rules, which are then compiled into a
single bimachine.

bimachine construction, bimachine composition, contextsensitive rewrite rule, rule-based system, regular function

2

1

Instead of starting directly with RDL’s formal grammar, let’s see a simple example ﬁrst:

Introduction

The eﬃcient implementation of rule-based systems has
traditionally been associated with ﬁnite-state techniques. It all started when Kaplan and Kay’s ﬁnitestate transducers framework [1] was ﬁrst developed. It
suggested that a regular rewrite rule
φ→ψ /λ

ρ

can be eﬃciently encoded by a ﬁnite-state transducer
(FST). This would allow to simulate the sequential
application of several rules by running a single FST,
obtained through composition. For practical applications when linear running time is desired FSTs could
be further transformed into a deterministic device such
as subsequential transducer or a bimachine [2].
A lot of work has been done in this direction showing that these or similar approaches can indeed be
applied for various common linguistics tasks such as
POS-tagging [2], speech processing [3], speech synthesis [4] and others.
In practice, however, the size of a rule-based system
usually grows fast while attempting to cover all the
complexity a natural language phenomenon contains.
This presents a challenge to the rule compilers as the
compilation time required for even simple systems easily grows beyond practical bounds. Several attempts
were made to design simpler compilers which restrict
the rewrite rules in one way or another and then construct directly the ﬁnal deterministic device without
going through the elaborate process of ﬁrst building a
large FST and then determinizing it. A notable example was presented by Skut et al. [5] who managed to
eﬃciently compile together a limited class of regular
rules allowing only single letter context focuses. The
restriction context focus restriction actually implied
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The Language

01 package example1;
02
03 alpha [abc];
04
05 replace: ("ab"|"bc") -> "" / "a"+ _ "c"+;
What we see on line 1 is the package deﬁnition. Every RDL source ﬁle is compiled into a single bimachine,
which we refer to as package. As we’ll see later on, the
compiled packages can be reused by importing them
into other packages. That is why, the package deﬁnition is mandatory and should come ﬁrst in the source
ﬁle to deﬁne the package name.
The next statement in the ﬁle is an alphabet deﬁnition. The alpha keyword is followed by a set of characters we’ll use in the package. There are two atomic
types in RDL — sets (enclosed by square brackets) and
strings (enclosed by double quotes). One may use any
of them in an alpha deﬁnition. Additionally, there
could be one or more alphabet deﬁnitions scattered
along the source ﬁle. It is important, however, that a
character must be deﬁned as part of the alphabet before used. Thus, if we swap lines 3 and 5 in the above
example, the RDL compiler will complain of unknown
character being used in string.
Finally, on line 5 we see a replace rule deﬁnition.
The replace keyword identiﬁes the compilation module, which has to compile the rule to follow. The compiler can be extended with other compilation modules
which implement diﬀerent bimachine compilation algorithms. Each rule contains (in its beginning) the
name of the compilation module for which it was written, so no confusion could possibly arise. We refer to
this name as rule’s type.
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After the type identiﬁer, every rule contains two
parts — rewriting part and, optionally, a context restriction part. If both are present they should be delimited by /.
The context restriction part contains left and right
regular expressions separated by underscore ( ) — exactly as in the classical notation. The regular expressions can contain not only the standard union (|),
concatenation (.) and Kleene star (*) but also positive iteration (+), optionality (?), bounded iteration
({m,n}), intersection (&), diﬀerence (-) and negation
(!) operators.
The rewriting part may contain union, concatenation, all kinds of iterations and optionality of rewrite
expressions. A rewrite expression maps regular expression to a string (or something that evaluates as a
string). The mapping is expressed through the arrow
(->) operator. If no arrow operator is speciﬁed in a
rewriting expression the expression is treated as identity rewriting (e.g. it doesn’t change the context focus
but merely constrains it). For instance, the following
rewriting part
("a" -> "b") . "c"{3,} . ("a" -> "b")
would rewrite two a’s with b’s if they are separated
by three or more c’s. The middle rewriting expression
acts as restriction and leaves the c’s unmodiﬁed.
For cases when several rules need to be grouped
together before passed to the respective compilation
module a rule block might be used. In the case of
replace module, a block of rules is treated as if they
need to be applied simultaneously (with some conﬂict
resolution strategy) and not sequentially one after the
other. Rule blocks are surrounded by curly braces as
in the following example:
replace: {
"a" -> "A";
"b" -> "B";
"c" -> "C";
}
RDL also supports variables and functions which we
won’t cover in detail here as they are only important
for notation simpliﬁcation.
The language has two special types of statements
that were added with reusability in mind — include
and import statements. The ﬁrst one merely includes
another source ﬁle and the second allows for previously
compiled packages to be reused without recompilation.
As every package and every rule is actually compiled
into a separate bimachine, there is no trouble mixing
them as needed.

3

The Compiler

The RDL compiler goes through several phases while
compiling a package source ﬁle.

Tokenization
At this stage the input ﬁle is read and split into a list
of tokens. Except for its string representation each token contains the exact position (ﬁle name, line number

and column) where it was located in the input. This
information aids for better error reporting in the further stages. This is also the time when include’s are
expanded and alpha statements are interpreted in order to build the alphabet set for the input ﬁle. Further
on, each string and set token is checked for unknown
characters, and failure is reported if any. Cyclic inclusion is also detected at this stage of the compilation
process.

Syntax parsing
As usual, the list of tokens obtained during the tokenization stage is fed into the syntax parser. Due to
RDL’s syntax simplicity its parsing is pretty straight
forward. The parser only needs one pass through the
token list with no more than two look-aheads at a time.
This makes it possible to run the tokenizer and parser
simultaneously the latter reading what previous outputs and throwing it away after it is not needed any
more. The result from the parsing process is a list
of parse trees, each one representing a rule block or
import statement.

Expansion
Further on, all variables and function calls are expanded. This is the time when all undeﬁned variables and functions are reported resulting in compilation failure. As a result from this stage the parse
trees from the previous stage are modiﬁed and contain only strings and sets in their leaves. No variable
or function call tokens are left in the trees.

Optimization
At this phase, we attempt to merge strings and sets
when possible. For example after this stage the parse
tree for the following expression:
"a" . ("b" . "c")
will contain a single string node with value of "abc".
The same optimization is done for sets connected with
the union (|) operator.

Bimachines compilation
This is the phase when the compilation modules come
along. Each compilation module provides two routines
- for syntax tree checking and for bimachine compilation. The compiler is not aware how exactly bimachines are compiled out of parse trees - this is taken
care of by the respective compilation module. All the
compiler has to do is ﬁnd the compilation module, required by the currently compiled rule, and call its routines to ﬁrst verify that the syntax tree satisﬁes the
module’s requirements, and then compile the syntax
tree into a bimachine. The compilation details and algorithms are hidden in the modules which makes the
compiler easily extensible.
import trees are handled by the compiler - it simply
loads the requested package from the ﬁle speciﬁed by
the respective import statement.
The result from this stage is a list of bimachines all
sharing a single alphabet.
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Package compilation

�
(s1 , a) = s2
1. δR

Finally, all bimachines constructed or imported during the previous stage are composed into a single bimachine, which is written into the package output ﬁle.
We’ll cover the bimachine composition algorithm separately in the next section.

�
2. δL
(u2 , a) = u1

4

Bimachine composition

Before we set out the bimachine composition algorithm, we need several deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 1 (Composition) Let B � and B �� are bimachines, deﬁned as follows

3. ψ � (u2 , a, s1 ) = β ∈ Σ∗
��∗
� = t2
4. δR
(t1 , β)

By analogy with the left automaton, we construct
AR by determinizing AN
R.
We deﬁne the output function ψ : QL ×Σ×QR → Σ∗
to produce ψ(L, a, R) = ω iﬀ there exist β ∈ Σ∗ and
states �p, q, r� ∈ L, �s, t, u� ∈ R, such that
�
1. δL
(p, a) = u
�
2. δR
(s, a) = r

B�

= �A�L , A�R , ψ � �

, where

B��

= �A��L , A��R , ψ �� �

, where

�
�
�
, δL
A�L = �Σ, Q�L , qL
�
�
, δR
�
A�R = �Σ, Q�R , qR
�� ��
, δL �
A��L = �Σ, Q��L , qL
��
��
, δR
�
A��R = �Σ, Q��R , qR

We deﬁne the result from bimachine composition (or
simply composition) of B � and B �� as a bimachine B
such that for any α ∈ Σ∗ , B(α) = B �� (B � (α)).
Here, for simplicity, we agree that the bimachines to
compose share a single alphabet — both in their input
and output.
Deﬁnition 2 Let B = �AL , AR , ψ� is a bimachine.
We extend transitively its output function with the following inductive deﬁnition
• ψ ∗ (q1 , �, q2 ) = �
=
• ψ ∗ (q1 , aα, q2 )
ψ ∗ (δL (q1 , a), α, q2 )

∗
ψ(q1 , a, δR
(q2 , α
�))

◦

Let B� and B �� are bimachines as deﬁned in Definition 1. We’ll build in several steps a bimachine
B = �AL , AR , ψ�, realizing their composition.
First, we construct a nondeterministic ﬁnite-state
automaton (NFA)
N
N
AN
L = �Σ, QL , SL , ∆L �
�
��
�
where QN
L = QL ×QL ×QR , the set of starting states is
N
�
��
�
SL = {qL }×{qL }×QR and transition relation is ∆L ⊆
N
QN
L × Σ × QL , for which ��p1 , q1 , r1 �, a, �p2 , q2 , r2 �� ∈
∆L iﬀ the following hold:
�
1. δL
(p1 , a) = p2
�
2. δR
(r2 , a) = r1

3. ψ � (p1 , a, r2 ) = β ∈ Σ∗
��∗
4. δL
(q1 , β) = q2

We construct AL – the left automaton of the composition B, by determinizing AN
L.
Absolutely symmetrically, we build the right automaton of B, starting with
N
N
AN
R = �Σ, QR , SR , ∆R �
�
��
�
where QN
R = QR ×QR ×QL , the set of starting states is
N
�
��
�
SR = {qR }×{qR }×QL and transition relation is ∆R ⊆
N
QN
R × Σ × QR , for which ��s1 , t1 , u1 �, a, �s2 , t2 , u2 �� ∈

∆R iﬀ the following hold:
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3. ψ � (p, a, s) = β
4. ψ ��∗ (q, β, t) = ω
The proof of correctness is trivial and too tedious
for the scope of the current paper.

5

Bimachine construction

In this section we describe a method for bimachine
construction from a general regular rewrite rule. The
proposed construction contains three stages each one
of which building an intermediate bimachine. Those
three bimachines are ﬁnally composed into the desired
result bimachine, realizing the regular rewrite rule.
We use the leftmost-longest disambiguation strategy
which is probably the most natural and widely used
in practice. Other strategies are also implementable
within the proposed construction method (although
we won’t show how explicitly).
We assume that a τ / λ ρ rewrite rule is given,
where λ and ρ are regular expressions and τ is a regular
relation.

5.1

Marking the contexts

In this initial stage we construct a bimachine that
would enrich its output with marker characters wherever the left and right constraints (preﬁx and suﬃx) of
the rewrite rule are satisﬁed. For this purpose we extend the alphabet with two unused characters, < and
> and call them left and right marker respectively.
Let Σ be the rule alphabet (both input and output)
and ω ∈ Σ∗ is an input word of length n. Left marker
should be inserted at position i of ω iﬀ ω1 ω2 . . . ωi ∈
L(Σ∗ λ). Symmetrically, a right marker should be inserted at position j of ω iﬀ ωj ωj+1 . . . ωn ∈ L(ρΣ∗ ).
Additionally, we would like to treat specially the
empty context and insert another <> marker sequence
at positions where both the left and right constraints
hold.
For example, if we take the rule:
replace: "a"* -> "b";
where the context constraints are empty (e.g. always
satisﬁed) the word aaa should be marked as
<><a><><a><><a><>
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As already explained the left/right marker is inserted exactly before the position where the left/right
constraint happens to be true (in our case this is anywhere) and an additional pair of markers is inserted
to denote the empty context (this is done for purely
technical reasons).
This behavior is implemented by a bimachine constructed as follows. First we construct two deterministic automata (DFA) Ai = �Σ, Qi , qi , Fi , δi � (for
i = 1, 2) which accept exactly the languages of Σ∗ λ
and Σ∗ ρ� respectively. The only requirement for these
automata is that no transition ever enters back into
initial state. That is δi (q, a) �= qi for any q ∈ Qi and
a ∈ Σ (i = 1, 2).
Then for any s1 ∈ Q1 , s2 ∈ Q2 and a ∈ Σ we deﬁne
the output function ψ(s1 , a, s2 ) = e1 r1 l1 ar2 l2 e2 where
�
< s1 = q1 ∧ s1 ∈ F1
e1 =
� otherwise
�
> δ2 (s1 , >) ∈ F1
r1 =
� otherwise
�
< s1 ∈ F1
l1 =
� otherwise
and symmetrically for r2 , l2 and e2 .

5.2

Filtering out the wrong markers

The purpose of this second phase is to construct a
bimachine which will accept as input a word with left
and right markers (inserted by the previous phase) and
only leave those of them that surround the proper leftmost longest contexts. In the previously given example, the desired bimachine should output
<aaa>
Informally speaking, the leftmost longest replacement strategy requires that one traverses the input
from left to right and deletes the markers (left or right)
which appear to be in the middle of a word from the
language of < τ >.
In order to implement this behavior, we’ll construct
a left output-driven bimachine. The output-driven bimachines diﬀer from the classical ones in their running
semantics — their left (or right) automaton traverses
not the input word but the output. The advantage of
this semantics is that the output function can inﬂuence the behavior of bimachine’s left automaton. In
the current case, this means that by deleting certain
markers from the input one can trick the left automaton into running as if they never existed. Having this
power we are able to ignore markers that don’t surround the proper contexts (e.g. those selected by the
leftmost longest strategy).
It is shown [6] that any output-driven bimachine can
be transformed into an equivalent classical bimachine.
First, we construct a nondeterministic ﬁnite state
acceptor for the context focus τ . Then we add two new
states - s and f and make them the only initial and
accepting states respectively. Transitions are added
from s to all states that were previously initial over
the left marker and from all states that we previously
accepting to f over the right marker. Finally, loop

transitions over both markers are added for all other
states in the acceptor. The result is an automaton A
that accepts all instances of τ surrounded by left and
right maker with possibly other markers inserted in
the middle.
The right automaton AR of the output-driven bimachine is obtained by structurally reversing A, extending it to accept Σ∗ as preﬁx and ﬁnally determinizing
it. Similarly, we construct the left automaton AL of
the bimachine by extending A to accept any preﬁx
from Σ∗ then determinizing it.
The output function of the output-driven bimachine
is deﬁned to delete left markers when the left and right
automata have reached states q1 and q2 respectively
such that q1 ∩ δR (q2 , <) doesn’t contain s or contains
anything other than s or f . The ﬁrst condition means
that the focus of the rule is not matched even though
the left constraint is satisﬁed. The second reason for
marker deletion means that the marker is met in the
middle of a context focus that hasn’t yet ﬁnished, e.g.
in case of context overlapping. Symmetrically, the
right marker is deleted whenever δL (q1 , >)∩q2 doesn’t
contain f or contains anything other than s or f . The
ﬁrst condition again means that the context focus is
not satisﬁed, while the second one means that either
some overlapping context has ﬁnished within the current one or there exist a longer context focus which
should be preferred by the leftmost longest replacement strategy.
Finally, we transform the output-driven bimachine
into an equivalent standard bimachine that reads only
its input.

5.3

Finally replacing

Having marked exactly the leftmost longest context
focuses that satisfy preﬁx, focus and suﬃx constraints
of the rule it is trivial to do the actual replacement.
Ambiguity might only occur if τ is ambiguous regular
relation. In this case disambiguation is possible on
the basis of an arbitrary transition ordering (ﬁrst-come
replacement preference is a good candidate).
After constructing the bimachines from 5.1, 5.2 and
5.3 we compose them and remove the markers from
the result. This produces a bimachine realizing the
given regular rewrite rule.
It is important to note that other replacement
strategies (such as leftmost shortest, rightmost longest
and rightmost shortest) can be easily implemented
by slightly changing only the bimachine from 5.2.
The RDL compiler allows all four strategies (leftmost/rightmost longest/shortest) to be applied when
constructing bimachine for rewrite rule.

6

Going cheaper

While experimenting with the so constructed bimachines it became evident that they are not at all minimal. A certain degree of redundancy was observed
even at the lowest level of the constructions. Due
to bimachine composition’s product nature even the
smallest amount of superﬂuous states in the composed
bimachines multiplied in the result which tended to
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produce large bimachines even for a small set of not
so complex rules.
It is true indeed that the problem of bimachine minimization is not yet solved. However, there are certain
techniques that can help signiﬁcantly reduce at least
the obvious redundancies. We’ll discuss one of them
now.
Deﬁnition 3 (Bimachine state equivallence)
Let B = �A1 , A2 , ψ� be a bimachine where Ai =
�Σ, Qi , qi , Fi , δi � is a DFA and ψ : Q1 × Σ × Q2 → Σ∗
is the output function. We say that s1,2 ∈ Q1 are
equivalent iﬀ the following are true:
• δ1 (s1 , a) = δ1 (s2 , a) for any a ∈ Σ
• ψ(s1 , a, q) = ψ(s2 , a, q) for any a ∈ Σ and q ∈ Q2
Symmetrically, we say that s1,2 ∈ Q2 are equivalent iﬀ
the following are true:
• δ2 (s1 , a) = δ2 (s2 , a) for any a ∈ Σ
• ψ(q, a, s1 ) = ψ(q, a, s2 ) for any a ∈ Σ and q ∈ Q1
It becomes evident from the deﬁnition of when two
bimachine states are equivalent that merging equivalent states doesn’t change the regular function represented by the bimachine or in other words results in
smaller yet equivalent bimachine. We use that fact in
the following iterative algorithm:

These rules have to be run simultaneously and applied at the end of words. Longer replacement should
take precedence when multiple possibilities exist. For
instance, the word pass should be left unchanged because the third rule matches a longer suﬃx than the
fourth.
Taking advantage of the leftmost longest replacement strategy these rules can be implemented as a
single RDL rule:
replace: ("sses"
("ies"
("ss"
("s"

->
->
->
->

"ss")
"i" )
"ss")
"" )

|
|
|
/ "" _ EOW;

Here EOW is a variable set to the newline character:
EOW = "\n";
It is clear that the longest suﬃx will start ﬁrst which
will make it leftmost of all the possibilities and the
replacement strategy will prefer it.
The whole set of 21 RDL rules was compiled into a
single bimachine with 4524 states in the left automaton
and 433 in the right. The compilation took 28 seconds
on a 3.40GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU and needed 134MB
of memory.

8

Conclusion

Note that the merging to the left and to the right
might not succeed removing all equivalent states at
once because the merge operation can possibly generate new equivalences.
Although simple, this technique helped reduce the
size of the bimachine in the example to follow in the
next section approximately 40 times.

We presented a bimachine compiler for RDL, based on
two new methods for constructing and composing bimachines. The language doesn’t impose any severe restrictions on the regular rewrite rules and provides the
rule developer with a rich set of ﬁnite-state tools. Even
though unlimited rewrite rules are allowed, the compiler doesn’t use ﬁnite-state transducers as an underlying framework but works directly on bimachine level.
Our hope is that this will lead to better performance
and smaller compiled bimachines. Currently, there is
no similar compiler publicly available for comparison,
but the result from our experiment with Porter’s stemming algorithm implementation in RDL promises that
the RDL compiler might indeed become applicable for
small-to-middle-sized rule-based systems. Further experiments will prove that right or wrong.

7
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Appendix: RDL implementation of Porter’s stemmer

As already mentioned the RDL implementation of
Porter’s stemming algorithm consists of 21 rewrite
rules. They all make use of several variables (deﬁned
in the beginning of the RDL source ﬁle) and can be
divided into 5 groups as suggested by Porter in his
original paper [7].

Common deﬁnitions and preprocessing
package porter;
alpha
alpha
alpha
alpha
alpha

[abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz];
"\n";
"\u00005000";
"\u00005001";
"\u00005002";

# Word boundary
BOW = "\n";
EOW = "\n";
#
M
S
E

Marker definitions
= "\u00005000";
= "\u00005001";
= "\u00005002";

# Letter definition
A = [abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz];
# Consonant and vowel conditions
CVp = [aeiou]+;
CVm = [bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxyz].
[bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxz]*.
[aeiouy].
[aeiou]*;
CVs = [bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxyz].
[bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxz]*;
# Conditions
MGT0 = BOW .
MGT1 = BOW .
VGT0 = BOW .
MEQ1 = BOW .

used
(CVp
(CVp
(CVp
(CVp

in Porter’s rewrite rules
| CVm) . CVm* . (CVs | CVm);
| CVm) . CVm+ . (CVs | CVm);
| CVm) . CVm* . (CVs | CVm)?;
| CVm) .
(CVs | CVm);

O = BOW? . A* . [bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxyz].
[aeiouy].
[bcdfghjklmnpqrstvz];
# Prevent rewriting of short words
replace: ("" -> E) . EOW / BOW . A{1,2} _ "";

The ﬁnal replace rule inserts marker character between words of length smaller than 3 and the end-ofword boundary. This is done in order to prevent the
processing of these words by the rules to follow.

Step 1a
replace: ("sses"
("ies"
("ss"
("s"

->
->
->
->

"ss")
"i" )
"ss")
"" )

|
|
|
/ "" _ EOW;

replace: (S."eed") -> "ee" / MGT0 _ EOW;
replace: (S.("ed"|"ing")) -> M / VGT0 _ EOW;
replace: S -> "";
replace:

( ("at"->"ate") |
("bl"->"ble") |
("iz"->"ize") |
("bb"->"b" ) |
("cc"->"c" ) |
("dd"->"d" ) |
("ff"->"f" ) |
("gg"->"g" ) |
("hh"->"h" ) |
("jj"->"j" ) |
("kk"->"k" ) |
("mm"->"m" ) |
("nn"->"n" ) |
("pp"->"p" ) |
("qq"->"q" ) |
("rr"->"r" ) |
("tt"->"t" ) |
("vv"->"v" ) |
("ww"->"w" ) |
("xx"->"x" ) |
( ""-> S
) ) . (M -> "") / "" _ EOW;
replace: ( S -> "e" ) / MEQ1 & O _ "";
replace:
S -> "";

Step 1b
replace:

"y" -> "i" / VGT0 _ EOW;

Step 2
replace: ("ational"
("tional"
("enci"
("anci"
("izer"
("bli"
("alli"
("entli"
("eli"
("ousli"
("ization"
("ation"
("ator"
("alism"
("iveness"
("fulness"
("ousness"
("aliti"
("iviti"
("biliti"
("logi"

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

"ate" )
"tion")
"ence")
"ance")
"ize" )
"ble" )
"al" )
"ent" )
"e"
)
"ous" )
"ize" )
"ate" )
"ate" )
"al" )
"ive" )
"ful" )
"ous" )
"al" )
"ive" )
"ble" )
"log" )

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
/ MGT0 _ EOW;

Step 3

replace: ("icate"
("ative"
("alize"
("iciti"
("ical"
Step 1b
("ful"
("ness"
replace: ("" -> S) . ("eed"|"ed"|"ing") / "" _ EOW;

->
->
->
->
->
->
->

"ic")
"" )
"al")
"ic")
"ic")
"" )
"" )

|
|
|
|
|
|
/ MGT0 _ EOW;
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Step 4
replace: ("" -> S) . ("al"
"ance"
"ence"
"er"
"ic"
"able"
"ible"
"ant"
"ement"
"ment"
"ent"
"ion"
"ou"
"ism"
"ate"
"iti"
"ous"
"ive"
"ize"
replace: (S . "ion") ->
MGT1 & (BOW
replace: (S -> "") / ""
replace: (S . A*) -> ""
replace: S -> "";

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
) / "" _ EOW;

"" /
. A* . [st]) _ EOW;
_ "ion" . EOW;
/ MGT1 _ EOW;

Step 5a
replace: ("e" -> "") / MGT1 _ EOW;
replace: ("e" -> "") / MEQ1 - O _ EOW;

Step 5b
replace: "ll" -> "l" / BOW . (CVp | CVm) .
CVm* .
(CVm | CVs) _ EOW;

Postprocessing
After all the work is done it remains to remove the
marker characters inserted in the beginning, which
prevented the rewriting of short words:
replace: E -> "" / "" _ EOW;
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